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Abstract 

While many writers have made and continue to make claims about language, 

about "a new ianguage," ar:d about writing the body, that challenge traditional 

ideas of how we create knowledge of ourselves and our worlds, there has been 

little dialogue between the theorylpractice of this new writing and empirical 

analysis. This thesis begins to address this vacuum by engaging in literary, 

theoretical and linguistic discussions of two texts by contemporary Canadian 

writers who are informed by current feminist and post-structuralist ideas about 

language and writing. 

Language and writing are of thematic importance to Daphne Marlatt's Ana 

Historic and Lola Lemire Tsstevin's 'sophk?; questions about the relationships 

between gender, knowledge, and writing and concerns about the creation of a 

feminine subject within a predominantly masculine symbolic order are central to 

both texts. Thus 'sophie and Ana Historic exist within the context of contemporary 

feminist and post-structuralist debates about la~guage, the individual and the 

creation of the self. Discourse analysis provides a way of challenging these new 

claims about language; the techniques for mapping cohesion and thernatization 

are used to ascertain what can be known linguistically about this writing that is 

informed by radical ideas about itself as discourse. 

While the analyses scggest that Marlatt and Tostevin are not writing what cou!d 

be called a new language, these studies of their writing do not account for, or 

account for in only marginally significant categories, many of the important aspects 

of the texts. Those features of the text that convey feminist aspects/themes of the 

writing do not get thematized nor are they central to the cohesion of the text. 

Because these two texts are written against dominant discourses, they are prone to 

dialogizing the language of these discourses, re-using them for their own 

iii 



pxposes. Tnus the texts t aw  on many of the characteristics of the Impage ;hey 

oppose. But even though the writing/ianguage looks the same, it is being used 

differently and so poses certain questions about the analyses themselves, about 

the way we know language. 
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Chapter One I 

Cha~ter 9 

the outlspoken 

Language is at the centre of recent theoretical debate about writing and the 

creation of the self in literature. Feminists, among others, have found that lan- 

guage, or the way in which we use language (writing), is idedogicallv loaded, and 

that, as such, it is often exclusive. Deborah Cameron, for example, sees writing as 

a "technology," and she says, "like most technologies it has been monopolized by 

the powerful" (5). As such language, in the forms of dominant discourse, is 

determined by the rick, white, male interest -- at the expense of those who are 

outside this central group of users. In order to overturn their marginality in 

phallocentric discourse, feminists have begun to challenge the supposed 

neutrality of language/discourse with a new writing, a new image of language, 

that reflects and creates their experiences of difference. 

Thus my question has to do with the nature of this new writing. What can we 

know about writing that challenges popular ideas about language and literature? 

When we look at writing that is informed by feminists' ideals, difference, and the 

body, can we say how these differences are manifest? In order to accomplish this, 

I have chosen to read two texts by contemporary Canadian writers, Daphne 

Marlatt's Ana Historic and Lola Lemire Tostevin's 'sophie, with an ear both to 

their discussions of language and to the actual language of their writing. 

En an attempt to add to our understanding of writing in the feminine and of 

language itself, the focus of this thesis will not be so much a comparison as a 

union of the texts. In effect, I use these texts together, rather than playing them 
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one against the other. Ana Historic uses the novel as a form/genre with which 

to attack historical discourse and 'sophie uses the lyric to challenge the sanf tity of 

philosophical discourse; taken together these texts are united in their attack on 

the dominant discourses of Western thought / knowledge. 

'mphit? and Ana Historic are two of a kind of writing that I subject to the gaze 

of discourse analysis. But in doing this, I propose to let the texts use me to un- 

cover the nature of this gaze. This thesis is set out as a dialogue between empiri- 

cal linguistics and the theory and practice of writing in the feminine, a dialogue 

that relies on these texts as both the object of analysis and the subject speaking. 

* * * 

Ana Historic is created out of Ana's story, Marlatt's re-vision of the historical 

Mrs. Richards. While doing research in the Vancouver public archives, Annie, 

Marlatt's narrator, comes across the figure of Mrs. Richards who, history tells us, 

was a widow who emigrated from England, to become Moodyville's second 

schoolteacher, who bought a piano, and who married Ben Springer. But history 

never tells us her given name, nor anything of her personal life. In defiance of 

both the inadequacy and the scarcity of these facts, Annie re-creates the living 

woman who has beep lost beneath the historical image (Mrs. Richards/Mrs. 

Springer), giving her a story and a name (Ana). 

This is where we will begin: here where the writing begins, where Annie 

starts to write/tell the story of Ana. Although Ana/Mrs. Richards enters the nar- 

rative fifteen pages earlier, this is where Annie officially starts to write her story. 

Annie savs, "there is a story here. . ., i keep trying to get to. it begins": 

. . . At the other end of a square of light cast on the dark outside, unknown 

trees, sawdust and stump debris, a woman was sitting at an oildoth- 

covered table, blue and white check (no, that was the picnic cloth you used 

to use -- did they have oilcloth in 1873?). perhaps she brought a lace one 
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with her when she came over, one of her mother's (we kncw ncthing 

about her mother). she was sitting in the pool of light, yellow rather dim 

to our eyes, the cod oil lantern cast. sitting and writing in that journal of 

hers that later, years later would be stored in the dustfree atmosphere of 

city archives. she was writing what would become a record, hut then, then 

her hand hovered, her mind jumped. she could have imagined anything 

and written it down as real forever -- (A 29-30) 

First, we see a woman sitting alone at night writing on the edge of culture. She 

has been suppressed/marginalized by the official story that history tells; so in 

order to create her own reality, she is writing herself anew from her place on the 

periphery, (de)scribing her own reality on top of the master narrative. In an 

attempt to expand the historical image by which Mrs. Richards is defined/ 

confined, Marlatt, or Annie, revises her story, imagining a woman writing in 

place of the woman written. Against the public facts which contain her, in 

opposition to the official narrative that portrays her -- widow, schoolteacher, wife 

-- Annie asserts Ana who is first of all alone, in the woods, at night, writing. 

Outside culture, beyond the light of the known, Ana is pictured creating herself 

and her own reality. 

Ana's story is different from the men's stories, (his)tory. It is ahistoric. 

Annie's image of h a  conforms to, is informed by, different criteria: marriage, 

birth and death are not the sum total of Ana's e~~eriences.1 She represents and 

is a part of a community of women wkose lives are not defined only by their re- 

lationship to the male realm of culture, and who live beyond the mastery of his- 

tory's facts and figures. Ana's story proposes another paradigm of historical sig- 

nificance - a woman sitting in her cabin writing in her journal, rather than a 

rnan/men working, building rail roads, clearing bush. Annie argues that history 

is the stories men tell of "world events": she tell us, 
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i learned that history is the real story the city fathers tell of the only impor- 

tant events in the world. a tale of their exploits hacked out against a silent 

backdrop of trees, of wooden masses. so many claims to fame. so many 

ordinary men turned into heroes. (where are the city mothers?) the city 

fathers busy building a town out of so many shacks labelled the Western 

Terminus of the Transcontinental, Gateway to the East -- all these capital 

letters to convince themselves of its, of their, significance. (A 28) 

Historv is part of their attempt to master this unknown place at the edge 3i the 

Empire. 

The history of the place is explicitly connected with the actions of the city 

fathers: the history of Vancouver is their history, a narrative of their actions and 

of the events crucial to their place in the British Empire. As Vancouver becomes 

economically and culturally important to England, the men who are responsible 

for this progress become a part of the historic record. They write Vancouver's 

history with "all these capitd letters to convince themselves of its, of their, sig- 

nificance." -- in their own minds/discourse the tu70, the men and the place, be- 

come synonymous. They record the important public events, staking their claim 

in "the world" (their world, the British Empire), recording their own fame. 

According to Major Matthews (whom Annie quotes): 

' A  zlorld event had happened in Vancouver . . . On the eve of the 

Queen's Birthday, 1887, the Canadian Pacific Railway . . . closed the last 

gap in the "All-Red Route," and raised the obscure settlement on the 

muddy shore of Wafer Street, sobriquetly termed "Gasfownfr' to the status 

of n world port .' (A 28 -- text's italics) 

With the completion of the Canadian Pacific Railway, Vancouver becomes a 

"world" city because the "world (the centre) can easily communicate with it. 

Vancouver is attached to the rest of the British Empire; it is a "world port" be- 
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cause it is now part of the imperial system, a useful (lucrative) part of the British 

trade routes. Vancouver's status has very little to do with the actual place or 

with the people who are already there. Vancouver becomes a part of "the world" 

when it finds its place in colonial discourse; its history begins with colonizaticn. 

Its history is recorded in the documentation of Vancouver's "civilization," in the 

stories of European presence. 

The land itself is named after the men who work it. They include i t  in the 

details of their actions and the tales of the exploits. For example, John 

("Chinese") McDougall says "I built two and one half miles of the CPIi from 

Hastings to Hastings Sawmill," and H.S. Rowlings talks about hauling "logs 

with oxen down Gore Avenue, also out the Park at Brockton Point," and about 

his "logging camp at Greer's Beach (Kitsilano), and another on Granville Street at 

False Creek  ( A  28-29, emphasis added). Hastings, Gore, Brockton, Vancouver -- 

all their names are transcribed onto the land; the maps are a sketch of their 

movement across the landscape, immortalizing them geographically (false creek 

-- to whom?). As Annie says, "all the figures, facts to testify to their being present 

at it"(A, 28). 

History is an accomplice in this active appropriation of the land that is, and 

the people that are, Vancouver. In its attempt to record the facts, history has 

been created around a sense of the real that is intimately tied to a male hege- 

mony. It can be argued that, by preserving certain kinds of information, history 

itself creates reality. As Edward Said points out, 

if we agree that all things in history, like history itself, are made by men, 

then we will appreciate how possible it is for many objects or places or 

times to be assigned roles and given meanings that acquire objective 

validity only affer the assignments are made. (54) 
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in this sense, Vancouver does not exist until it is named and otherwise incorpo- 

rated into the dominant discourse of colonialism; only when it comes in contact 

with the men who decide how to use it does Vancouver, or its commodities, be- 

come real. Their actions, the events of their lives, logging and building the rail- 

road (the < 'R) are in~por-iani events, and the facts that they record in this process 

of civilization are considered real. Reality itself is a creation of discourse. 

Vancouver's very existence, as well as its history, is a product of this colonialism. 

Following Foucault, Said tells us that 

There is nothing mysterious or natural about authority. It is formed, 

irradiated, disseminated; it is instrumental, it is persuasive; it has status, it 

established canons of taste and value; it is virtually indistinguishable from 

certain ideas it dignifies as true, and from traditions, perceptions, and 

judgements it forms, transmits, reproduces. (19-20) 

Authorized history, the master narrative of colonialism, is created by the writ- 

A 1s IIaFFa- ings of the few English men who settled in Vancouver, and with time t%' 

tive is invested with the status of facts and is transmitted and reproduced until 

any other realities all but disappear. How much do we know of the trade routes 

or the economies that were already there? How many people have been left out 

of this story and now live on the margins of history and reality? 

The question Annie asks is 'Where are the city mothers?" (A 28). Why are 

the women conspicuously absent from these stories, this history of Vancouver? 

In the process of creating Vancouver, as a geo/historical entity, creating it in the 

image of the European men who "civilized" this country, they have been left 

out. Like the place that Ana finds herself living, the women are not really there. 

She has been named twice, after two men (Richardson and Springer), but we do 

not have any idea about her own name or her life before the men -- history has 

exchanged it. Nor do we know about her We, what she did with her time. Only 
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the dates of her birth, marriage, and death, and her stint of public service are prc- 

served in the records. All that we know- of her life is how it corresponds to the 

men she serves; Mrs. Richards is preserved in those roles that are culturally irn- 

portant to the men and tothe settlement of Vancouver. 

But there is another side to this history, this story of the facts. There are the 

memories of the women. While the men were busy with the concerns of civi- 

lization, the women were in the houses putting together lives: Annie says "I / 

my laying track with facts rescued against the obscurity of bush, and the women 

moving about their rooms all day in the rain. remembering" ( A  28). Alice 

Patterson, one of the "city mothers" Annie finds in the historical documents, 

remembers: 

"The fiwt piano on the south side of Burrard Inlet was one which was part 

of the cabin furniture of the barque "Whittier," Captain and Mrs. 

Schwappe. Mrs. Schwappe sold i f  to Mrs. Richards, school teacher, who 

lived in a little three-room cottage back of the Hastings Mill Schoolhousi~ . 

. ." ( A  29 -- text's italics) 

There is something more than Mrs. Richards, widow/wife, here. These memo- 

ries, of "the first piano" and of the "schoolteacher, who lived in a little three- 

room cottage,'"rovide a way into this other history, story of the other. 

Although she preserves the names and positions in a very historical/officiai 

way, there is something added to her description: the domestic (bordering on 

personal) that puts it on the other side of history. Buying a piano may be more 

frivolous than laying track for the CPR, and buying a piano may be prefigured in 

the myth of the vanishing west, the feminization of the frontier, yet it is impor- 

tant as a cultural event. Mariatt herself says the piano is quintessentially colo- 

nial: it is "that incredible imperial western symbol of culture. . . the ultimate 

symbol of the European drawing room" (Bowering, 103). Nevertheless this is a 
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place to begin. Annie goes back to these few bits of information, only marginally 

"important" to history's grand scheme, to tell Ana's story. 

what is a 'world event'? getting a piano was a world event in that 'obscure 

settlement' because years later somebody still remembered it, even 

remembered where it came from and who bought it. Mrs. Schwappe. 

Mrs. Richards. a ship's piano suddenly landed in an out-of-the-way spot, 

this little three-room cottage. these are not facts but skeletal bones of a 

suppressed body the story is. there is a story here, Ina, i keep trying to get 

to. it begins: (A 29) 

Ana's story comes directly out of Alice Patterson's memory, and is a re-member- 

ing of the woman who is otherwise lost to us: "re-membering" as in putting a 

body back together, rebuilding the "skeletal bones" that have been sacrificed to 

history. 

From this point, Annie goes on to create a new history; she imagines Ana 

who is different. On top of the authorized image of woman as daughter, wife, 

and mother, always secondary to the fathers, husbands and sons they serve -- an 

image that is supported by the documents that record marriage, birth and death, 

but very little else of women's lives -- Annie inscribes Ana's story. It is the tale of 

the day-to-day life that she lived alone (without her father or husband) in the 

time before Mrs. Richards is married to Ben Springer and when she has the 

potential to choose for herself -- when she buys her own piano. 

But in doing this, Annie challenges not only history's facts but aiso the cre- 

ation of these facts, i.e., its writing. A woman sitting alone writing is both a re- 

construction of the woman who buys a piano and who lives in 'this little three- 

room cottage," and a new image of history, personifying the rewriting and the 

unwriting of (hislstory -- she is Ana Historic -- an ahistory. Because of the power 

of authority, of dominant discourse, to create reality, Annie wants to add her 
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image to the historical account of Mrs. Richards. Ana's story must begin on the 

inside of history, albeit on the margins. It is not enough for Annie to simply 

dream up another, an other's, story; she needs to find a way of expressing a new 

reality that is beyond the confines of the master narrative. Ana's storv cannot be 

different only in content from Mrs. Richards' story; it must differ in form as well. 

If she continues to work with the rules of dominant discourse, her new narrative 

runs the risk of objectifying Ana, confining her to Annie's narrative -- to a fiction 

that denies the significance and vitality of this new image. In order to get beyond 

the confines of fiction, Annie needs to subvert the universal guise of reality, to 

undermine the authority s f  the master narrative, showing that history is a story 

and not the story. 

Ultimately, Ana eludes our grasp. The image of Ana writing takes on a sense 

of modality that frees her, takes her beyond what is written. The narrator does 

not confine Ana's actions to the finality of the simple past; instead she is liber- 

ated by the temporal indeterminacy of the modals would and could. Her actions 

are not necessarily completed actions; they are potentials that might have and 

may still come about. In this vision of Ana sitting writing there is something 

that moves outside the picture: 

she was writing what would become a record, but then, then her hand 

hovered, her mind jumped. she could have imagined anything and 

written it down as real farever -- (A 29-30 -- emphasis added) 

In the instant that Ana is described writing, there is a "jump" from her writing 

becoming a "record" to her writing becoming "anything" she could have irnag- 

ined and "written . . . down as real forever." She is invested with the power that 

"the city fathers" have invoked for so long -- Ana's writing, because theirs has 

been, can be "real." In this moment -- "but then, then her hand hovered and her 

mind jumped" -- something happens that takes Ana out of the picture. She 
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seems to take on a will/iife of her own that expands oulwardiy beyond "this Pitfle 

three-room cottage," becorning part of Annie's present and our present. Ana's 

being is that of the utterance, the writing, an act that is open to the worlds of 

speaker and addressee. Annie describes Ana's ability to say something forever in 

the act of writing, which by the nature of its needing a reader is always open 

("real forever?"). In this movement from the written facts to writing, there is a 

release from "the world" into the multiplicity of potential worlds of the writing. 

Annie is Ana's first reader. As Annie writes Ana's story she is reading her 

own. We do not get beyond the first sentence without Ana's story mixing with 

Annie's own. She cannot imagine this woman sitting writing without realizing 

that her image/imagination is marked by her own experience. The table cloth 

upon which Ana writes is transcribed from Annie's life; there is a sharing of 

experience between the narrator and her subject. In this one gesture Marlatt 

depicts the struggle that lies behind all language: she can only describe Ana's life 

with the language, words, images that she has. Like the historian, Annie finds 

herself bound to the language she has been given, but she is at least aware of its 

relativity. Instead of accepting her description of Ana as a fact, which could only 

ever be an addition to history's facts of how she fits into the public slots allotted 

to women, Annie keeps it an act. She admits what the masters have tried to 

keep hidden: that writing reflects the writer and not some unrelated outside real- 

ity. Her description is a process, writing about the woman; she does not raise her 

picture above its place in time to the level of "the truth." The image is not 

meant as a final definition of the woman behind Mrs. Richards, but it is a per- 

petual beginning. Because she does not know whether "they [had] oilcloth in 

1873," Annie sees that her image is a fiction, but it is a necessary fiction that chal- 

lenges the authority of history's facts. Annie lends Ana a tablecloth upon which 

to get started, upon which to begin her writing. 
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The periphery is also important to 'sophit-, Tostevin's poetic study of Western 

thought. Her narrator sees that she too has been marginalized both by a d  

within the dominant discourses of philosophy, and, like Annie/Ana, she uses 

her position on the fringe as a way to undermine the authority of the masters. In 

the section titled "by the smallest possible margin" ('s 45-48), Tostevin writes 

about her experience of attending a seminar led by one of the most influential 

thinkers of our time -- "the greatest mind of the 20th century" ('s 45) -- Derrida. 

Yet even here where she should be accepted, should be a presence, she is an out- 

sider -- her experience as one of the "voiceless, the marginal and the repressed" 

means very little to Derrida. She begins, 

In spite of claims that his deconstructive method of analysis allies itself 

with the voiceless, the marginal and the repressed, Jacques Derrida doesn't 

much care for questions by women. During the seminars of his two week 

course, The Political Theology of Language, he spends at least fifteen 

minutes disseminating most questions from men, while he only spends 

two or three minutes disseminating questions from women and even 

then he manages to trivialize them to the point of eliciting laughs from 

the class. If in his texts, Derrida likes to question the masters, in his classes 

master and students stay in their respective places. In Derrida's seminars 

women remain seminally divided. Keep to the margins to bear witness to 

what he tells. ('s 45) 

Within this space of what many suppose to be the most enlightened, progres- 

sive, current philosophical discourse, Tostevin maintains her position on the 

margim: she is an object of suppression and silence. Derrida has become the 
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master of rnarginafity, and his discourse has become ceatral, offering very litde 

to those who are still outside. But from here on the fringes, the poet has perspec- 

tive with which "to bear witness to what he tells." She uses her place on the 

margin to speak; her absense becomes a challenge to the authorized centre. 

The focus of Derrida's seminar is "discourse of 'the Chosen People,' primarily 

the Jewish Nation." And it "promises to examine the values of promise, 

alliance, contract, mission, universal responsibility, messianism, and utopia" ('s 

45). Yet Derrida refers to a strictly male list of writers, and when asked by one 

woman why women are so consgicuously absent from his material, "he says that 

perhaps the best way to answer that question is to suppress it"(S, 45) -- this effec- 

tively silencing the woman and sending her away. Tostevin says: 

This is of course the perfect answer and the woman never shows up again 

but another woman claims that he is the greatest mind of the 20th century 

so most of us hang on. ('s 45) 

She takes Derrida's flip attitude and language and adds her own ironic twist to 

the "master's" discourse. In Bakhtinian terms, Tostevin is reaccentuating the 

discourse of Derrida's seminar;2 she recontextualizes the authoritative word in 

her (marginal) experience. The narrator's use of of course, perfect and the repeti- 

tion of the label the greatest mind in the 20th century reinvests the language of 

the centre with her doubts and aspersion about the sanctity of Derrida's project. 

She says, "[tlhere are of course no women in utopia. In the kingdom of 

dif irance not all tongues are equal" ('s 451, using Derrida's own words to con- 

demn him. Despite many claims about marginality, voicelessness, and absence, 

in Derrida's seminar, the structures that are responsible for the creation s f  these 

very things are still in place: the binary oppositions between master and 

student/novice/sIave, an< between man and woman, remain intact. 
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Working with her knowledge of this, Tostevin uses the struchure of the %em- 

inar and her place on the margins to create a voice for herself. Her awareness of 

the ideological nature of all language, even that of the most enlightened, allows 

Tostevin to use Derridafs authoritative discourse. Making i t  speak against the 

master and for the novice, she asserts herself, making her presence obvious. She 

writes 

I decide to speak. I am paralyzed. Aphasic. In view of God's absence, I 

propose a candidate, or at least an additional name for God. Derrida has 

pointed out via Schelling, that both religion and philosophy are lacking a 

mediator, an interpreter, or some semiotic sign 2nd I propose to give him 

one by way of the amniotic. Thin membrane that surrounds all 

beginnings. The pregnant pause as conceptual space. Could the absence of 

God and the absence of woman, I ask, not be the same thing? could 

woman only be a name? Absence? 

His shrugging shoulders and emphatic 'yes' elicit another laugh. It 

suggests I have stated the obvious and to the greatest mind of the 20th 

century, I suppose 1 have. I should feel intimidated, but I don't. I don't 

feel at all as if I've lost face, on the contrary, it is inordinately conspicuous. 

(Is 47) 

As Smaro Karnboureli explains, Tostevin turns Derrida's dismissal into an 

affirmation (21). From her stand-point as absence, such a negation can bring her 

dive, lighting up her face for all to see, allowing her presence in margins of class, 

making her "inordinately conspicuous." Rather than being the butt of the joke, 

Tostevin uses her writing to turn the joke back on Derrida. In a sense, 'sophie 

comes out of this "yes." What Derrida tries to pass off as a frivolous questicm, 

dismissing it to laughter, empowers Tostevin, and 'sophie. She takes up  the 
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humorous, the excessive, the less than real, showing it to be a figment of his 

imagination. 

These two passages, the one from Ana Historic and the one from 'sophie, are 

meant as an introduction, by the texts themselves, to certain issues that I will 

deal with in the following discourse. This thesis is constructed on a model of my 

own awareness, or process of reading these texts. In order to construct knowl- 

edge of Ana Hisforic and 'sophie, I began with the texts themselves, in a manner 

familiar to most students of literature. The first stage of this writing, the present 

stage, is a close reading (a kind of new criticism) of certain passages. The next 

step, Chapter Two, is an expansion of the texts into certain theoretical debates. 

And the final step, Chapter Three, is a reading of these texts through discourse 

analysis, which takes the new criiical approach of close reading, or looking at the 

texts as material from which we can cull empirical data, to a more "scientific" 

level, finally testing the data against the theoretical generalization created in 

Chapter Two. Therefore, this first chapter focuses on a set of fragments or bits of 

the texts that are important to my reading of both the texts themselves and the 

theory discussed in Chapter Two. The second chapter combines these fragments, 

with one or two other passages, into a whole (or wholes) representative of my 

theoretical experience of the texts. And the third chapter is an attempt at under- 

standing certain issues of, or assumptions about, language raised in the first two 

chapters through linguistic analysis. This thesis can be seen as a dialogue among 

the different analytical methods brought to bear on the texts, in order to see how 

certain c!aims about the nature of language stand up. 
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In what remains of Chapier One I add more close readings. %. 'The purpse  df 

this is to establish a common ground or set of imhges and passages in each text 

that car. be called up later: a kind of shared reading experience from which to 

build later discussions. In a sense I am simulating, to the best of my ability, my 

experience/knowledge of both texts, creating a kind a narrative of my reading of 

the texts. Although certain authorities or theoretical positions are discussed in 

this chapter the focus is on the texts themselves, using their language to say what 

I want, or maybe letting them use me to say what they want. 

Chapter Two is a contextualization of the issues focussed on in this chapter. 

There, the passages touched on in Chaptcr One are incorporated into an argu- 

ment or arguments about the importance of language and the nature of writing, 

reading, reality and the self that account for the texts on a more macroscopic 

level. It is the development of some of the theoretical issues that are at stake in 

both 'sophie and Aha Historic: ideas about language as it is seen by a number of 

feminist and post- *tructuralist writers. 

Chapter 'Three tests the actual writins to see what we can know empiricdly 

about it. The texts are examined through two different methods of analysis: an 

analysis of cohesion (Halliday and Hasan); and of thematization (Halliday). In a 

sense this is a return to the texts for another clcrse reading. With the data from 

these analytical readings, I go back over some of the claims made in the first two 

chapters to see how they relate to the data. My desire is to form a bridge between 

the discussioi~s of language by theoreticians and linguists in order to see what, if 

anything, can be demonstrated by each discourse. 

While this project has been presented as a more or less linear progression, in 

fact, each chapter represents a different discourse with different rules and ways of 

treating the material, the texts. In a sense, I read Marlatt and Tostevin's writing 

from three different perspectives, rather than from what would be considered a 



global perspective, attempting to create something that is ply-vocal and dialogic 

(Bakhtin, Dialogic Imagination). So there is overlap between each of the three: 

they are all prone to contamination from the other two. For example, Sakhtin, 

Said, Kamboureli, and Cixous are present in Chapter One. Chapter Two also 

relies on close reading. And in Chapter Three the empirical data are tested 

against the earlier discussions. 

Gender is very important to the writing of Marlatt and Tostevin. In fact, their 

understanding of the importance of language is based on their experiences as 

women. Because women have been restricted in their abilities to create identi- 

ties, their writing is often put forward as a way beyond the place women have 

been confined to in our social imagination. Both writers are interested in 

exposing the phallogocentric nature of the dominant discourses. 'sophie repre- 

sents a challenge to 'Western thought"; she speaks against "the word" that has 

tried to sum up all experience, against the ever-elusive "He" who has t-radition- 

ally described her experience, a woman's experience. And Ana Historic opposes 

history, the male narrative from which Ana is banished. 

The self-reflexive image of Annie's writing -- she mixes her experience (her 

tablecloth) with Ana's -- is significant to the way in which Annie is overwriting 

the master narrative of history. She knows the power the danger of assert- 

ing objectivity because objectivity has already confined a woman to the fasts and 

denied her an existence of her own. Her self-reflexive gesture mirrors the actual- 

ity of historical discourse, simultaneously relativizing history and asserting the 

importance of fiction. The "newness" of Annie's writing is not only that it adds 

content to the historical "facts," but also that it suggests an alternative to the real- 
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i p  history sqposes.  Annie is willing to take responsibility for her writing be- 

cause she knows that she has nothing to lose by putting forward this fictional 

woman -- that in fact her fiction has more truth to it than history's does. Annie 

is a new historian, an ahistorian, who, in taking responsibility for her own writ- 

ing, attempts to reattach the speaker to the gaze, undermining the factual basis 

of the master narrative. Annie realizes that any attempt to tell a story, even a 

history, depends on the experience of the narrator -- no matter how he has tried 

to hide his presence; t-herefore she begins from this (her knowledge, her experi- 

ence, her self) and expands it to give Ana a potential life, instead of the life 

described. Inafs/Amie's tablecloth is a bond and a gift. 

Ana writing, the image of Annie's writing and Annie writing, serve as mod- 

els for the attempt to move beyond what Bakhtin calls the monologic of "unitary 

language." He says: 

Unitary language constitutes the theoretical expression of the historical 

processes of linguistic unification and centralization, an expression of the 

centripetal forces of language. A unitary language is not something given 

[dun] but is always in essence posited [zadan] -- and at every moment of its 

linguistic life it is opposed to the realities of heteroglossia. (Dialogic 

Imagination, 270) 

History holds Mrs. Fichards to the documents pertaining to her brushes with the 

male sphere, allowing her significance only when she comes into their centre of 

importance. Annie writes in order to contest this unification; she reaches for the 

"'realities of heterogllossia" that will unbalance that authority of the dominant 

discourse. 

Saying that language is influenced by two forces simultaneously -- centripetal 

and centrifugal -- Bakhtin means that each word is naturally torn between ex- 

pressing a known meaning and one that is unknown. Each word is torn between 
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being a description and a limitation -- definition and erasure. In order to com- 

prehend the world, we make sznse of things according to what we already know; 

our words/names "trace the precise outlines of" its objects. Thus language is 

centripetal: it connects everything (even the unknown and unknowable) to what 

we already know, already have language to express. Yet at the same time, as we 

try to explain/understand new things/ideas/places our language is subject to cen- 

trifugal forces. New concepts, those ideas that we do not fully comprehend and 

that do not already have language to express -- pull outward away from the 

already known. Each new definition reasserts the standard while simultane- 

ously taking it beyond its original/past meaning. This is Annie's struggle and 

this is 'sophie's struggle, to take language out beyond what it has already 

defined/known, namely the word woman, in order to make it speak their reality, 

a new world. Reusing the things culture gives them -- Derrida's joke, Ana's 

piano, Annie's tablecloth -- the women in these texts go about creating 

something of their own. Instead of maintaining the monologic of the master 

narratives, or unitary language, Ana and 'sophie are open to the heteroglot 

nature of reality; they willingly realize other speakers with other languages and 

other realities. 

Ana's place is on the edge of the known and the unknown, out where reason 

and non/sense meet. Her light shines into the night, "is cast on the dark out 

side, unknown trees, sawdust and stump debris"; she is at L'le geographic/ his- 

toric point where the forest is still "unknown" but where it is being cultured. 

And as her light defines the outside, the darkness also delineates her world, 

describes her writing in "the pool of light." She "was writing what would 

&one a record," adding to our cultural-historical knowledge of this place -- 

"but then, then her hand hovered, her mind jumped. she could have imagined 

anything and written it down as real forever," something happens and her 
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writing takes on an aura of something more, more than a record or a fact. This is 

what she writes: 

'Such rain here! -- It rains day in and day out, a veritable curtain falling all 

around my Cabin. The trees weep, paths slip into small bogs, the chickens 

look as bedraggled as I feel my muddy skirts to be. I am orphaned here at 

the end of the world -- Yet I feel no grief, for I am made new here, Father, 

solitary as I am -- nor am I entirely so: daily a garrulous blue-black bird 

keeps me company, the young Cedar spared by my front door dips to greet 

me. Nor do these tell me what I must be.' ( A  30) 

The objects of her writing, her friends, are of the woods. Even those things that 

could be argued to be symbolic of English cultivation -- the chickens and her 

skirts -- are bedraggled and muddy: they have become marked by this unculturcd 

place. "I am orphaned here at the end of the world," she says; her friends are the 

trees and the birds, but she is happily free from the authority of her father. If 

h a  is a word, if she is language, she is alive to the power of the centrifugal 

forces of the heteroglossia. She is fighting to get away from the world of her 

father, beyond his small circle. Annie says, 

she writes as if she were living alone in the woods, her vision trued to 

trees and birds. she filters out the hive of human activity in which her 

'cabin7 sits, a tiny cell of light, late, after the others have been extinguished. 

in the dark (i imagine her writing at night, on the other side of a day in 

England she already knew) she can overlook the stumps, the scarred face 

of the clearing that surrounds her, and see herself ab-original in the new 

world (it is the old one she is at the end of). but why she had to erase so 

much is never given. it is part of what is missing, like her first name, like 

her past that has dropped away. we cannot see her and so she is free to 
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look out at the world with her ow11 eyes, free to create her vision of it. this 

is not history. (A 30) 

In an ideal form, in Annie's writing, in her imagination, Ana is a figure who 

escapes the past she has been given. She works at erasing those things that 

Annie wonders about, the events of her past, in order to elude the grip of history. 

By attempting to deny her cultural baggage, the male outlook that is inherent in 

everything she has known so far, Ana tries to establish an affinity with the wilds. 

Even though she is free to look out at the world, what she sees is "not history," 

and it has been discounted as unreal, called fiction or worse (her diary is sus- 

pected to be fake). Annie, like Marlatt, like Tostevin, knows that escape is impos- 

sible, or at least futile; authority must be met on its own terms. Reading Ana's 

journal, Annie asks 

what is she editing out and for whom? besides herself? it is herself there 

though she writes 'the' eye and not 'my.' objective: out there and real 

(possibly) to others, ( A  46) 

Despite her efforts to control her own life, Ana's private writing is still prefig- 

ured as a response to her father. 

In the poem cited below there is another image of a woman writing. But this 

time her writing attempts to exceed the limits of unitary language. Rather thzn 

denying the existence/importance of the unitary language, as Ana tries to do, 

Tostevin's narrator flies in the face of its conventions. Picking up a number of 

seemingly neutral diches, she sounds the ideological depths of normal language, 

making us rethink the words name, womnn, loving and the ways in which we 

are used to hearing them: 
I 

she writes to make a name for herself 

then loses it in the writing 
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forges an image that throws her oui of herself 

to fig the hiatus hetwec-r, extremes of loving 

dons a mask of a woman 

to prove that's what she is 

what does a woman want? 

the vestion asks too little ('s 23j 

Because she has been written, because of the limited exktence woman has been 

allowed in ghallogocentric discourse, "she writes to make a name for herself." 

Capitalizing on the ability/tendency of discourse (philosophy/ history) to create 

reality and to sanctify a certain type of existence, 'sophie takes part in her o w ~ l  

creation. She "writes," "forges," "dons," actively presenting herself. 

But to whom? The apostrophe at the beginning of this poem signifies "a turn- 

ing away from the audience to address a person or thing, . . . absent or present, 

generally in an exclamatory digression"(Websterls). This is the auspice under 

which she writes. All the poems in this first section of 'sophie begin with an 

apostrophe and can be seen as a response to an abstraction. The question "what 

does a wornan want?" presupposes that she is the one who lacks, that we have 

everything she could possibly need. Tostevin turns this question around, mak- 

ing it a statement about its speaker or speakers. Instead sf performing to pre- 

formed expectations of a particular audience, she makes the arrdience play to her. 

Making "a name for herself," donning "a mask of a woman," questioning the 

question, Tostevin ridicules the ho!lowness of the master narrative that has said 

what s woman writer must do. She uses the indefinite potential of the writing 

to free her from the confines of authoritative discourse. 
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She "writes to make a name for herself," rather &an having it given to her. 

Rather than residing in the image of a husband/father as Mrs. Richards does, 

'sophie drops phiio and enters into the world on her own, entering the system of 

exchange with her own values. And in so doing she is willing to continually 

lose her self; she enters the field of writing with careful abandon, refusing to put 

forth any stabk currency which can be used again to retirn her to her deficit. We 

can know her, but only fleetingly, and only in a fragmentary way: we can never 

hope to control her because our reading of her is always already only one of 

many. As Ana is freed from the monologic of a "woman's" past, 'sophie is freed 

from the tyranny of the "female" self she has been allotted in our culture. 

'sophie and Ana Historic are written against the double bind of having to con- 

tend with a system of meaning that excludes women as subjects. As woman, she 

has been lost from the writing, lost from phi!osopky, lost from history, lost from 

language itself. Her experience is one of the sther realities that have b e n  dis- 

counted by the unitary language of the centre, but she works at exposing the mas- 

ters' discourse to the realities of the heteroglossia. 

In another poem 'sophie asks "how did my desire come to wear your face 

flesh / of your flesh bone of your bone.' ('s 13) She wants to know how mascu- 

line desire has been transcribed onto her existence, how it is that someone else 

has been able to describe her being. But as Tostevin does in the Derrida seminar, 

'sophie uses her position as absence to her advantage. She turns the negative 

into the positive by negating it: completing a double negative, 'sophie "dons the 

mask of a woman," and in so doing she takes it beyond the place it has enjoyed 

in phallogocentric reality. Refusing to be tied to the image, the name, or the 

mask, she creates them continuously anew. Like la mere qui joue, her wants go 

beyond what is useful to the masculine standard. She "forges an image for her- 

self that throws her out of her self." Raving with the double meaning of forge, 
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making and counterfeiting, she enters into the exchange (remember Derrida's 

gift) but she is in excess. Her making is a forgery; it will not be backed by any one 

referential point or standard. 

Within phallogocentric discourse woman is the negation sf man; she has 

been described according a male standard and found lacking -- she is h a t  -which 

is not male, that which is outside the circle. In a sense, Ana and 'sophiu incorpo- 

rate Teresa de Lauretus' distinction hetweer, "woman1' and women: 

"woman". . . [is] a fictional construct, a distillate from diverse but 

congxent discourses dominant in Western cultures (critical and scientific, 

literary or juridical discourses), which works both as their vanishing point 

and their specific condition of existence. . . . "women," on the other hand, . 

. . are the real historical beings who cannot as yet be defined outside of 

those discursive formations, but whose material existence is nonetheless 

certain. . . . The relation between women as historical subjects and the 

notion of woman as it is prodaced by hegemonic discourses is neither a 

direct relation of identity, a one-to-one correspondence, nor a relation of 

simple implication. Like ail other relations expressed in language, it is an 

arbitrary and symbolic one, that is to say, culturally set up. (5: as cited by 

Kamboureli, 15-16) 

Against the attempt to confine women to a direct one-to-one correspondence 

with woman the popular image, Ana and 'sophie are created as pluralities. Their 

names are plays on the convention of naming itself -- ana and 'sophie are words 

that mean too much. Each name/word is invested with too many meanings; 

each incorporates a multiplicity referents that point to not only one woman, but 

many women and ideals. Woman the social construct (the cultural set-up) is 

broken up and replaced by a multitude of beings -- sopkie and Ana. 
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Annie fears she is taking over from her mother, slipping into "a womar,'s 

place. safe. suspended out of the swift race of the world. . . the monstrous lie . . . 

. the lure of absence. self-effacing" ( A  24). Ana's story becomes a way of escaping 

this absence. For Annie, fiction becomes a way to life. So Ana Historic is also a 

search for Ina, who refused to be placated and died hysterical. Annie asks 

"Ana/Ina / whose story is this?" (A 67). By expanding the past to include Ana -- 

who may or may not have adopted the "Mrs." in order to make her own way 

into the new world, who may or may not have rented rooms and given piano 

lessons in Gastown, and who may or may not have fallen in love with Birdie 

Stewart, Vancouver's first madam -- Annie is able to create a plurality of possible 

roles and plots with which to save herself and to redeem her mother. 

As a grown woman, Annie finds herself looking for her mother, h a ,  who 

fought a constant battle with decorum. She remembers a time in her childhood 

when she watched Ina put on her face; Annie remembers her mother's attempt 

to pass on the subtleties of her craft: 

'oh Annie, you have no taste at all -- that's just costume jewellerv' 

(fancydress, masquerade). but it was that i wanted, that fake stone your 

real breath would mist in an instant -- gone. elusive as your look. was it 

only me who searched your eyes searching for you in the mirror you 

vanished from? powdering, every dab a small white lie, the brilliant 

reflection of no one i recognized. rosebud mouth, piucked brows, dark 

eyes intensified: the perfect implacable Garbo face. my fear began when i 

realized you never saw, as you turned away with a sudden frown or laugh, 

the you that was you, invisible in the mirror, look out at last. (A 57-58) 
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Ina has faith in the value of real jewellery -- faith in the sanctity of taste. She 

wants a perfect face that does not give away her human frailty, and attempts to 

emulate the picture perfected "Garbo face." But Annie is looking for something 

else -- something "gone. elusive as [Ina's] look" -- the human vitality that her 

mother had to cover up. Annie realizes that, in attempting to do all that was 

expected of her, Ina finally becomes hysterical. Because Ina is unable to live 

beneath the constant barrage of "small white Pie[s]," the doctors try to control her 

with electroshock treatment and a hysterectomy. Both Ina's mind and her body 

are literally taken away in order to placate her. Now later, Annie wants to 

reclaim the frowning, laughing woman she remembers, the mother who is con- 

stantly changing. If the flattened, deflated woman who comes back from elec- 

troshock therapy is closer to the image, closer to how Ina should be, Annie wants 

something else, something less permanent, less perfect -- she remembers want- 

ing "the fake stone your real breath would mist in an instant -- gone. elusive as 

your look." 

Like 'sophie, Annie knows to distrust perfected, finished images. She thinks 

about the excess that Ina knows: 

im- not / plak- to be flat. layer, coating, floe (ice). fiatfish, flake. to be calm 

(not). to please (not). placebo, placid, pleasant. none of these. a raging fire 

underneath, a tumult, sharp tongue, an inability to coat with sugar, please 

(dissemble), to fit in, no matter how you tried. (A 58) 

The excess, this awareness of something more than the master narrative wants 

to tell, is a consuming force in both Ana Historic and 'sophie. Ultimately Marlati 

m d  Tostevin wmt to reinvest their language with life, and the images they forge 

are beautiful fakes that will mist with the living presence of a reader. But in this 

change of economies, the binary oppositions prevalent in phallogocentrism are 
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usurped by a new system of meaning (economy of language) that denies the 

direct one-to-one correspsndence between image and reality. Tostevin writes, 

mindless the heart 

is as useless as an isolated 

eye 

the woman sitting across from me at the Yamato Tea 

Room makes a point of saying she doesn't like intellect 

in poetry and my chronic paranoid state doesn't know 

whether to be flattered or insulted but my first instinct 

is to floor her say something brilliant something to the 

effect that the genesis of emotion and intellect are 

correlative can only develop through reciprocal adaptation 

instead my eye to the perfection of a teapot 

on the table the way the eye knows instinctively about 

teapots at a distance then the mind in the shape of a hand 

follows in the sane  relation that the eye has to touch. ('s 17) 

The writing takes us beyond the either-or question of "intellect in poetry" -- 

there is no denying it, but neither does she defend it. Just as Ina's mind is seen as 

a source of her "unhappiness," 'sophie is tempted to defend herself, her mindp 

even though she does not know "whether to be flattered or insulted." Her first 

instinct is to respond to the woman's criticism, but instead she does something 

else; in a sense she abandons herself to the writi~g, leaves the question unan- 

swered and continues to pow tea. She does not get caught in the debate between 

emotion and intellect, despite tke fact that she can answer it. She refuses the 

split between "the heart" and the phenomenalogical "eye," the rational ego. 
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Philosophy is a creation of both ernotion/desire and the intellect or intelligence, 

which will finally not be separated, because in so doing one of the two (in phi- 

losophy the intellect and in poetry the emotions) will inevitably be given prior- 

ity. The once equal relationship will be turned into a hierarchy in which one of 

the pair is denigrated at the other's expense. Tostevin prefers the constant poten- 

tial of plurality. 

Instead of the binary writer/reader we can choose to be both writers ceadings 

and readers writing, plus we can be as many readers as we want. By choosing not 

to floor her, 'sophie extracts herself from a position in which she could claim 

authority/power over the other woman. 

Because they know the reader is the presence who completes these poems, 

these texts, both Tostevin's and Marlatt's writing willingly abandons some of the 

responsibility for the cleation of the texts/selves. Thus the last page of A n u  

Hisfcrric is a final call to the reader: 

we give place, giving words, giving birth, to 

each other -- she and me. you. hot skin writing 

skin. fluid edge, wick, wick. she draws me 

cut. you she breathes, is where we meet. 

breeze from the window reaching you now, trees 

out there, streets you might walk down, will, 

soon. it isn't dark but the luxury of being 

has woken vou, the reach of your desire, reading 

us into the page ahead. 

Marlatt 2nd Tostevin imagine a relationship of giving -- both place and words -- 

in which the text is finished by the reader or readers in a kind of mutual creation 

where the reader and writer are "giving birth to each other." For both Ana and 

'sophie, the self exists and is lost in the writing, and its creation becomes mixed 
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with other selves. So too am I in danger of losing my self to the world of the 

writing: Marlatt conjures up "the breeze from the window reaching [me] now, 

streets [I] might walk down, will soon. The "eye" and '2 hand,'' read I and the 

writing: their relationship is one of reciprocal adaptation. The hand wants the 

eye to confirm that which it touches -- the reader's I ,  "the reach of your desire, 

reading us into the page ahead." Finally there is a complicit connection between 

the reader and the writer, a sharing of the emotive energy of creation and the 

intellectual comprehension s f  meaning. We are expected to create the world of 

the texts anew with each reading, sharing our words (our tablecloths) with the 

beings of the texts, bringing our selves into the heteroglossia they represent and 

bringing our heteroglot reality to them. 
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Notes 

11 continue to use Ana to refer io Annie's subject even though she hasn't yet 

been named. This is to make it easier to distinguish between Mrs. Richards, the 

historical image, and Ana, the focus of Marlatt's narrative/s. 

2Reaccentuatim is a word that Bakhtin develops in "Discourse and The Novel" 

The Dialogic Irnagirza tion. Because each discourse depends a different accent, 

when one discourse is re-accentuated bv being placed within a new discursivcr 

context, it is made to mean differently, creating tensions between the different 

systems of stress. 
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Chapter 2 

tracing the unknown 

oreilles neuves pour une musique nouvelle. ('s 53) 

Julia Kristeva, in her linguistics textbook Language: The Unknown, calls lan- 

guage "that still unknown object." Language as she sees it is perpetually beyond 

the reach of absolute knowledge. Because it is prediscursive, language is itseif 

always beyond what we can say a b ~ u t  it, is always already prelanguage. She sums 

UP her history/study of linguistics by drawing attention to the always relative 

nature of its knowledge of its object: 

By shedding light on it from various points of view, by making it known 

in different ways, these theeries [of language] testify sspecially to a type of 

knowledge that is specific to a society or a historical period. Throughout 

the history of linguistic knowledge, what appears is not so much the 

upward evolution of a knowledge of language: if is the story of thought 

tackling this mknown that constitutes it. (Language: the Unk~own 325) 

Realizing that language and the knowledge made about it is always "specific to a 

society or a historical period," confined to language itself, we need to ask how 

our knowledge of language is tied to our own particular needs and 5me. And in 

doing this, we can see that what we know about language is limited by both the 

Jiscol-lrses we study and the discourse with which we disseminate this knowl- 

edge. Both discourse and metadiscourse are anchored in specific csntsxts, and by 

delimiting these cmtexts we can begin ta picture the limits of the known, in a 

preparation to go beyond them. 

The unknown, that which is beyond language/discourse, Kristeva argues, is 

beginning to make its presence felt, causing a "crisis" in modern society. Our 
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knowledge has reached a point where self-reflection constantly undermines 

what we know: 

The West, reassureti by the mastery it has acquired of the structures of lan- 

guage, can now confrent these structures with a complex and constantly 

transforming reality. It can find itself face to face with all the forgotten and 

censored things that enabled it to erect this system -- a system that was 

only a refuge, la lang~aage without the real, a sign, even merely a signifier, 

Sent back to these very coscepts, our culture is being forced to question 

once again its own philosophical mastery. (Language: the Unkwoum 328- 

29) 

In this way, thought is becoming aware of its own limits; statements of fact and 

models are called upon to be aware of their inadequacies. Yet, because knowl- 

edge is gained through discourse, we keep trying, setting out new hopes, new 

dreams, new schemes with which to understand, if only fleetingly. If the inade- 

quacies in the discourses of knowledge are a problem for the security of "the 

West's" mastery, for all the people who have been living beneath this mastery 

(marginalized by fkre r-m-m), the problem is a way to power. They are using this 

breakdown withir. the dominant discourses and showing the masters the ho!es 

in knowledge that they have wanted to hide or to forget. For those who are 

other, and as such unknown, their otherness is becoming a mirror in which the 

masters are being shown their limits. And in drawing this picture, in outlining 

the figures of mastery, all types of people are obtaining tools of mastery. For 

those who are outside, cast as other, the faults in the teleologies of knowledge 

(liaguistic, philosophical, historical, literary) are ways beyond the confines of 

their allotted selves. 

Gender as a point of difference, as marker of experience (whether sociological 

or physiological) - is now an L~portant  issue in our understanding of discourse. 
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People are becoming aware that our knowledge Is limited by the subjects who 

have traditionally been speaking that reality. Because women have been 

expected to conform to and live inside the (linguistic) place "woman," because 

"woman" has been described as an absence within dominant (read male) discur- 

sive practices, feminists have been actively looking for alternative ways of map- 

ping/expressing themselves and their experiences -- their otherness. Listening to 

the discourse of the masters with their ears tuned to difference, feminists are per- 

sistently pointing out the connections between male experience and so-called 

universal discourses (theological, scientific, philosophical, and social); they are 

uncovering the male-centred ideologies propagated by and hidden in these dis- 

courses. And in so doing, they are returning him (the transcendental male ego) 

to his relative (socio-historical) place. Overwriting the universal, they are 

attempting to turn the tables, actively describing his lack, the gaps in his knowl- 

edge, and their identities. 

Feminists are finding that their socio-political marginalization or alienation - 
- the otherness they have been the embodiment of -- is tied to their excltlsion 

from discourse, tied to an inability to formulate themselves and their experi- 

ences as speaking subjects within language. In their new images of lmguage, 

they are beginning to see that language, as it has been used in the dominant 

(male) discourses, "is never neutral" and has itself played an important role in 

their exclusion. Because discourse is controlled by a logic of "sexual indifference" 

(Lrigaray), women have been measwed by a male standard that always finds 

them lacking; so women are challenging the possibility of "universal" knowl- 

edge and realitv. From their place on the margins they are proving that the uni- 

versal is only the elevation of a particular perspective/experience, namely one 

that is white, European, wealthy, and male. Feminists have been returning to 
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language, rethinking not only its representative tendencies, but also re-vising its 

formal structures, and reconsidering the ways that it is used: 

What is called for . . . is an examination of the operations of the 
I /  grammar" of each figure of discourse, its syntactic laws or requirements, 

its imaginary configurations, its metaphoric networks, and also, of course, 

what it does not articulate at the level of utterance: its silmccs. (Irigaray, 

75 j 

In fundamental ways, feminism(s), along with post-structuralism and post- 

colonialism, have made language, both as it exists and as it should/might be, a 

focal point in their discussions. For those who are on the other (wrong) side of 

language, the words, the actual discourses which define the nature of reality 

become obstacles to their creation of self; not only must they attempt to over- 

come the images with which they have been labelled, they also try to take their 

stance, speak, within a hostile environment. As Kristeva says, "the space of the 

outsider (Ifitranger) is a train in motion, a plane in flight, movement that has no 

end" (Etranger 18 -- mv transiation). As object, the ofher is constantly carried 

along in discourse and has no recourse to step off, back, or down, in order to 

attempt a change, to find herself. Tostevin says, "to think that some writers still 

don't see how autonomous language can be. How it comes to think itself in us, 

without our being aware of it, instead of vice versa" (Kamboureli & Tostevin, 

27). Many writers, like many speakers, believe that they control language, that 

their discourses are their own, and in this way they forget the s~cia l  nature of 

language -- they forget thai language comes before us and after us and thai we can 

o&y make it do what it do-ws us to do or say. Marlatt sees lariguage as "a living 

M y  that we enter at birth, [that] sustains and contains us," and that '%ears us as 

we are born into it" (MWM 45). In both these images there is an acknowledge- 

ment of language as something that goes beyond the desires of a particular indi- 
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vidual in time and place, but there is also an explicit awareness of the impor- 

tance of using language to create otlrseives and our ideas. Language is at once 

empowering and powerful, nurturing and overbearing: or as Cora Kaplan writes, 

Language only exists through individual speech, so in each speech act the 

self and the culture speak simultaneously or, to put it another way, each 

time we speak we are also spoken. (60) 

Kaplan also says that "[i]or Lacan, language, adult or competent speech, is the 

Symbolic order," and that it "embodies the abstracted relations ~f the laws of a 

particular culture" (60). For those who are part of this particular culture, who are 

"adult or competent" (who are man enough?), language is not a problem; being 

spoken by language is less of a concern for those people who are close to the 

norm and who are protected by discourse based on "~ameness."~ But if you are a 

subject who "cannot be located in linguistic abstraction, then in extreme cases, as 

observed in the broad disorder termed schizophrenia, words cannot be con- 

structed in an individual discourse" (Kaplan, 61). Without language, without an 

individual discourse, there can be no assurance "mental stability" (Kaplan, 61); 

the I is at risk of being split in two. 

Rather than refusing language because of its dangers, because of its ability to 

speak us, many are entering into it. As Foucault suggests, language, or writing, is 

the way through to the unknown, and it is a way in which to shake our identities 

as individuals, losing once and fer all o w  "faces" -- our marks as seangers. His 

outline of his intentions in Archeology of Knowledge works as a kind of 

paradigm fur the way in which many feminists are using language. He says 

[I am] preparing - with a rather shaky hand -- a labyrinth into which I can 

venture, in which I can move n y  discourse, opening up underground 

passages, forcing it to go far from itself, finding overhangs that reduce and 

defmm its itinerary, in which I can lose myself appear at last to eyes 
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that I will never h a w  to meet again. I am no doubt not the only one who 

writes in order to have no face. Do not ask who I am and do not ask me eo 

remain the same: leave it to our bureaucrats and our police to sty that our 

papers in are order. (17) 

By heading into otherness, opening up "underground passages," writing can 

provide a way of opening discourse to that which it has censored and attempted 

to keep hidden. Paradoxically, discourse becomes a way of moving beyond the 

selves created there. Because women have been bound to/by the discursive 

image -- the "face" of woman -- they are aware, as Foucault is, of its powers; they 

realize that by controlling these images, words, they have the power to lose the 

face they have been branded with, replacing it with whatever they desire. 

For this reason, language is an issue for those who do not have direct access to 

it, for those who are more spoken than speaking. Feminists, therefore, have 

come to concentrate on language in their reading/writing about their experience 

as woman. They are attempting, and accomplishing a distinctive style of writing 

which chailenges our understanding of language -- on both discursive and for- 

mal levels. 

In discussing this "woman's language," or her place in language, Irigaray 

points to the ties between the objectified other and any attempt she might make 

at speaking: 

"She" is indefinitely other in herself. This is doubtless why she is said to 

be whimsical, incomprehensible, agitated, capricious . . . not to mention 

her language, in which "she" sets off in all directions leaving "him" 

unable to discern the coherence of any meaning. Her's are contradictory 

words, somewhat mad from the standpoint of reason, inaudible for who- 

ever listens to them with ready-made grids, with a fully elaborated code ir, 

hand. For in what she says, too, at least when she dares, woman is con- 
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stantly touching herself. She steps ever so slightiy aside from herself with 

a murmur, an exclamation, a whisper, a sentence left unfinished . . . . 

When she returns, it is to set off again from elsewhere. From another 

point of pleasure, or of pain. One would have to listen with another ear, 

as if hearing an "other meaning" always in the process of weaving itself, of 

embracing itself with words, but also of getting rid of words in order not to 

become fixed, congealed in them. For if "she" says somethkg, it is not, it 

is already no longer, identical with what she means. What she says is 

never identical with anything, moreover; rather, it is contiguous. (28-29) 

Using her knowledge of psychoanalysis, Irigaray is urging that we be aware of the 

simultaneous split between object and subject that occurs when women speak. 

She is arguing that women's language embodies difference because of this "self- 

touching," this kind of schizophrenia, saying in a sense that women get too close 

to their words. So when we listen/read with "ready-made grids", women's 

speech becomes essentially inaudible. 

This assertion of difference -- of the fact that women have a different relation- 

ship to the symbolic from men -- has been derided for being essentialist or 

utopian. A number of feminists distrust the way that "Irigaray et al." dwell on 

stereotypical images of women -- that they are capricious, whimsical, irrational 

etc.. The fear is that these are the same images that have been used to marginal- 

ize women in the past, and that by maintaining them we run the risk of continu- 

ing to write women off. In her introduction to The Feminist C r i f i ~ u e  of 

Language, Deborah Cameron uses Elaine Showalter's statement that "the appro- 

priate task for feminist criticism is to concentrate on womenfs access to language . 

. . on the ideological and cultural detaninants" as a starting place from which 

to criticize the kind of thinking that Irigaray undertakes. She says, 
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The first objection [to Irigaray, Kristeva, Cixousl is encapsulated in the 

question, should feminists in fact be looking for an authentic women's 

language or writing? The current in feminism which advocates this is one 

which, heaviiy reliant on Freudian categories, places emphasis on differ- 

ences between the two g e n d e ~ ~  (. . .). But many feminists, while obviously 

concerned with 'difference' in the sense of inequality, would prefer to 

stress the underlying similarity of men and women. Dividing the world 

into masculine and feminine spheres, and justifying this on the ground of 

(natural) sex difference is an ancient strategy of the male oppressor. (10- 

11). 

This argument, however, neglects the fact that a similarity between the sexes, or 

"sexual indifference" as Irigaray calls it, is fundamental to the traditional sym- 

bolic ord.er, and that traditionally, women's inferiority, their subordination in 

the symbolic, is a direct result of the logical equation that balances women 

against men and finds the former to be a shade light -- her clitoris never mea- 

sures up  to a masculine standard. Therefore Irigaray insists on beginning from d 

new model that takes the bio-psycho-socio difference into account, thereby 

changing the rules of representation in order to allow women to speak for them- 

selves: 

As for the priority of symmetry, it co-relates with that of the flaf mirror -- 

which may be used for the self-reflection of the masculine subject in lan- 

guage, for its constitution as a subject of discourse. Now woman, starting 

with this flat mirror done, can only come into being as the inverted other 

of the masculine subject (his alter ego), or as the place of emergence and 

veiling of the cause of his (phallic) desire, or again as lack, since her sex for 

the most part -- and the only historically valorized part -- is not subject to 

specdarization. Thus in the advent of a "feminine" desire, this flat  
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mirror cannot be privileged and symmetry cannot function as it does in 

the logic and discourse of a masculine subject. (129) 

Along with her objection to this kind of statement of a fundamental differ- 

ence between the sexes, Cameron, from her standpoint as a linguist, also ques- 

tions the possibility of "feminine writing": 

the feminist project of Irigaray et al. is completely utopian: it stirs the 

imagination but has little concrete pay off, because it tends to misconceive 

the nature s f  language . . . it is obviously possible, not to mention desir- 

able, to bring new topics and viewpoints into the literary domain. But the 

potential for 'reinventing language' in the literal sense some writers seem 

to intend this is negligible. On one hand, the form of natural language is 

given (it appezrs) by human mental capacities. So Irigaray's vision of a 

totally different language, outside the grammatical structures we know, 

cannot be a description of an actual possibility. On the other hand -- and 

this is an even more important point -- language is irreducibly a social 

practice grounded in history. Mere individual acts of will do not change it, 

nor can it be 'reinvented' from scratch. (11) 

So what is this "new language" if it is not a new language? What is it that 

makes Ana Nisforic different from traditional (male) novels, or histories? What 

does it mean when 'sophie says, "the muse has learned to write"? How can we 

account far the poetic language that these women write? Certainly language as a 

metaphor is useful to our thinking about the issues of marginalization, of the 

creation of woman as other in the language. But if it is only a metaphcr, how do 

we account for markedly different sensations of reading "writing in the femi- 

nine," something of a "concrete gay off" in their texts? 1 agree with Cameron 

that language does not change just because we want it to, but then what is this 

"new language"? 
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In this chapter, I draw attention to tkeoretisal descriytions of women's writ- 

ing, highlighting some of the important aspects of this "new language." 

Sounding some of the theoretical writing that is corttiguous with A m  rfistoril. 

and 'sophie, I want to picture how this language funl:tions, or might function if 

given a chance. How does language, or how does our conception of language, 

change when women enter the symbolic order in their own ways? What is lan- 

guage like now that it is treated as a material reality (with a mind of its own)? 

Does our understanding have to change somewhat in order to make sense of 

writing that is "whimsical, incomprehensible, agitated, capricious?" What new 

"grids" need to be employed in order to make sense of other experiences, the 

other's reality? Asking what it means to use language differently, I attempt to 

describe a kind of loose theoretical model of this writing that can be held up to 

empirical description. 

My reading of Ana Historic and 'sophie in Chapter One highlighted Marlatt 

and Tostevin's dramatization of women coming to language, women using writ- 

ing as a way to create themselves beyond socral constraints. Annie's attempts to 

give voice to Ana and Ina and herself that would be true to their experience, ehae 

would take them beyond the objectified place of woman, and 'soyhie's challenges 

to the male mastery of knowledge and reality, are crucial to these attempts to cre- 

ate a self in language. The I who writes, the persona who inscribes and is 

inscribed in 'sophie and Ana Hkstuvic, is significant textually and inter-textually 

iil that she is (on one level) an enactment and/or a portrayal of certain feminist 

ideas of the s ~ l f  -- ideas that are challenging many accepted notions about the 

individ~al  and his or her identity within our social imaginations. The nature of 

reference 2nd naming, of the relationship between the speaker and the addressee 

(the reader and writer), o w  conceptions of the signifying processes, of the word, 
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of the utterance -- all of these have become issues central to the creation of other 

selves. 

In the follow passage, H6lGne Cixous touches on many of the motifs that are 

central to my understanding of Tostevin and Marlatt's writing, and the selves 

inscribed therein. She tells a story of women awakening to language from 

within "the words," who will write other "as yet not thinkable" realities that will 

upset "the condition of functioning of" the masculine order: 

if you examine literary history, it's the same story. It all refers back to 

man to his torment, his desire to be (at) the origin. Back to the father. 

There is an intrinsic bond between the philosophical and the literary (to 

the extent that it signifies, literature is commanded by the philosophical) 

and phallocentrism. The philosophical constructs itself starting with the 

abasement of woman. Subordination of the feminine to the masculine 

order which appears to be the condition for the functioning of the 

machine. 

The challenging of this solidarity of logocentrism and phallocentrism 

has today become insistent enough -- the bringing to light of the fate 

which has been imposed upon woman, of her burial -- to threatm the sta- 

bility of the masculine edifice which passed itself off as eternalnatural; by 

bringing forth from the world of femininity reflections, hypotheses which 

are necessarily ruinous for the bastion whic"lti!l holds authority. What 

would become of logo~e~~trism, of the great philosophical systems, of 

world order in general if the rock upon which they founded their church 

were to crumble? 

If it were to come out in a new day that the logocentric project had always 

been, undeniably, to f ~ u n d  (fund) phallocentrism, to insure for masculine 

order, a rationale equal to history itself? 
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Then all the stories would have to be t ~ i d  differently, the future would 

be incalculable, tho historical forces would, will, change hands, bodies; 

another thinking as yet not thinkable wil: transform the functioning of all 

society. Well, we are living through this very period when the conceptual 

foundation or' a millennia1 culture is in process of being uneermined by 

millions of a species of mole as yet not recognized. 

When they awaken from among the dead, from among ihe words, from 

among the laws. . . . (288-89) 

This kind of apocalyptic vision touches on many df the issues important to 

'sophie and Ana Historic. To think the unthinkable this new species of "mole" is 

going back to the words in order to find the crack in man's master narratives, 

reminding him of his torment, refusing to be subordinate to the function of his 

machine. 

Thus women have been looking not only at the image but the creation of this 

image (the thinking, reading, writing behind the self), challenging the very pos- 

sibility of "woman" -- the singular image or definition -- within male dominated 

language. They are fighting/writing to overturn the masculine order altogether. 

kigaray says, 

to speak of or about woman may always boil down to, or be understood as, 

a recuperation of the feminine within a logic that maintains i t  in repres- 

sion, censorship, nonrecognition. 

. . . the issue is nc: one of elaborating a new theory of which woman 

would be the subject or the object, but of jamming the theoretical machin- 

ery itself, or suspending its pretension to the prodwtion of a truth and of a 

meaning that are excessively univocal. (78) 

By confronting the "logocentric project" on the level of language feminists of all 

different types have been working at: "jamming the theoretical machinery itself,'' 
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upsetting many of the a priori premises or beliefs that undermine the basis of 

our knowledge. In doing this, they attempt to realize the "new day," in which 

women will tell their own stories differently. There are a number of points 

upon which they attack "the male edifice." Challenging authority and the origi- 

nality of the male, logocentrism, sexual indifference, the system of exchange (the 

economy) of language/meaning, the relationship between reader and writer, 

feminists are embracing the unthinkable and writing their realities over top of 

the discourses of male mastery. 

My question is: in what ways can we know this unknown, what traces does 

this experience of odhzrness leave on the language of the text? 

Annie tells Ina, "holes. there were holes in the story you had inherited. 

holes in the image" (A 26). The place Ina brings Annie to in 1950 does not make 

sense in terms of the image, the story. Vancouver is a hole in the cultural bag- 

gage Ina brings with her to this "new land": instead of "Canada: romance of the 

wilds," to which they brought 

a trunkful of woolly underwear. Mounties in red coats and Rose-Marie. 

the loons, the lost lakes. a pas-de-deux, glittering, white, ..mder the lights 

of theatre marquees and furs . . . (A 26)' 

she finds 

beer parlours separated into men's and ladies-and-escorts. movie houses 

and oyster bars. the everpresent five-and-dime. skid row churches and 

drunks and countless patrol cars careening, sirens wailing, traffic flickerigg 

in the growing night. (A 27) 
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One image, the romantic image of mounted police, wealthy women, theatre -- an 

idealized image of Montreal or Quebec at the turn of the century, a poster-image - 
- has come to represent all of Canada. The reality of Vancouver in 1950 is lost. 

Ina is unprepared for the "provinciaiity" of her actual experience of Canada. 

While the romantic image plays up the enjoyment of the riches supposed to be 

ubiquitous in this new world, the world Annie sees is one still very much in the 

impoverished, pre-wedth condition. The Canada that they find themselves in is 

directly descendent from a mud-hole: 

'a clearing three hundrsd and fifty yards along the shore, two hundred arid 

fifty yards into the forest, boxed in by tail trees; damp, wet, the actual 

clearing littered with stumps and forest debris, and a profusion of 

undergrou th, includi~g Iuxurianf skunk cabbage.' ( A  27) 

Not de luxe, not a cultural hub, this is more like the Canada that Ina and Annie 

move into. Below the glamorous image, the actuality of a working logging camp 

is lost, disavowed to the point that Ina is unable to make sense of this place she 

has come to. 

Ina's sense of a proper place, her proper attitude, makes the experiential real- 

ity she finds unbearable. In the popular image, the story as it has been told, there 

is onlv the anxious fear that somehow she is missing out. Ina tries in vain to 

make herself respectable. She paints her house, and her face in order to rnzke 

them presentable. Annie remembers, 

how you repainted them. Bapco apple green, primrose yellow. painting 

them over and over. Kem-Tone blue. blue willow covering up the cracks, 

the tears in the wallpaper. faultlines. faults. so fix your hair, mend your 

ways. to fix up  a home is fixing up yourself. (A 26) 

h a  tries it &. She uses everything that technology and advertising give her to 

work with. Repeating those little slogans that are the easy answers -- "Practice 
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Makes Perfect" -- she tries with all her might to make it right; her face becomes 

etched with the trying: "always the frownlines etched deeper between your eyes, 

etched by trying, arm in the air for hours, to paint a ceiling, paint a face, paint 

over the cracks in the whole setup" (A 26). Ina is lost beneath the image of what 

is acceptable, real. 

This is the cover-up that Annie is writing out from under. Ana Hisforic 

opens with Annie awaking to the sound of her own voice "like an echoing ask- 

ing, who's there?" This "fear-deliant child voice carried still in her chest" sends 

her back into her childhood, into xenophobic "cold-war Vancouver of the 

Fiftiesn(A 9). It takes her back through the "wardrobes. wordrobes" to the voice 

of her mother. The opening "Who's there?" plays itself out through the conven- 

tions of a knock-knock joke, resolving first in "her mother who ... /my mother 

who." Notably without a punchline this motif is left open, the question left 

unanswered; instead Annie hears Inals "voice that carries through all rooms, 

imperative, imperious. don't be silly" (A 10) asserting itself over the playful ;an- 

guage of Annie's dreams. 

Ina herself is gone. She has recently died, so the story goes, and Annie is try- 

ing to deal with that death. However, the loss that Annie feels is not of a pres- 

ence, but of an absence; she realizes that even when her mother was alive she 

was not there. Annie's grief is compounded by the knowledge that hw real 

mother, the one she needs, was never really there for her. Ina has been lost 

beneath the roles she thought she had to play, the roles written for her in the 

master narrative. Annie remembers back to when she was "two perhaps" and 

was "playing with fInals] attention, deiaying," when suddenly 

there was a silence, the whole house filled with it. Mummy, i cried, 

Mummy? and you said in a !ow distant voice i didn't recognize ti did but i 

knew i wasn't meant to): y o u  Mummy's gone. i burst into tears. don't be 
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silly, darling, i'm here, you see how silly you are -- as if saying it makes it 

so. but it does, it did. you had gone in the moment you thought to say it, 

separating yourself even as you stood there, making what wasn't, what 

couldn't be, suddenly real. ( A  I I) 

One of Annie's earliest memories is of this split in her mother, of the absence 

that ha 's  speaking embraces. Ina is herself one of "the holes in the story"; Ins 

becomes " h a ,  I-no-longer" (A 11) losing her ego, her ability to be 1. This is 

where Annie's work begins; she has to re/rnernber the woman who is lost, who 

is outside words: "i can't turn you into a story. there is this absence here, where 

the words stop" (A 11). Initially Annie blames Ina for this absence. the emptiness 

she feels, saying, 

and now you've made your words come true, making it so by an act ot will 

(despair). gone. locked up in a box. frozen in all the photographs Harald 

took. the worst is that you will never reappear with that ironic smile, 

don't be silly, darling. pulling through. ( A  11) 

Annie sees that it is her job to atone for Ina's absence. She says "the worst is that 

it's up  to me to pull you through [the holes that Ina's fallen into?] this crumbling 

apart of words. 'true, real"' ( A  11). Without Ina's presence, Annie says "the story 

has abandoned me, i can't seem to stay on track, nor can my sentence, even close 

its brackets" (A 17); there is no language with which to deal with her grief. The 

separation of mother and daughter that Annie knows ("you who is you or me. 

she. a part struck off from me. apart. separated) (A 11) is refigured in Marlatt's 

novel. 

The story of Ina, the story that Annie keeps trying to tell, is of these holes, of 

absences. Ina's self-image, the woman's role that Annie inherits (from daughter 

to wife to mother), her own sexuality -- all are holes in the master narrative 

Annie finds herself in conflict with. She says to h a ,  "you never told me the 
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'right track' is full of holes, pot-holes of absence (sleeping pills and social 

smiles.)" (A 17). Within the spaces allotted to her, Ina has been lost. If we take 

inn as " h a ,  I no longer" there is a sense ir, which Ina is the negative ego; she is a 

non-self. Because she was unable and unwilling to accept the roles allotted to 

her, because she refuses to be placated beneath feminine cover up, Ina is forced to 

stand physical abuse at the hands of the doctors. One way of thinking about Ina's 

story -- the story that Annie tells and disavows -- is as a tragedy of the inability of 

a woman to individuate herself, of a woman who is lost beneath the public 

images of wife and mcther. Annie recalls Ina sitting at the mirror putting on 

make-up for a social function: 

there was the look  yo^ gave yourself, the look you looked (like) in the 

mirror. making up someone who was not you but someone you might be. 

a desperate attempt to make up for the gap -- between the way you actually 

looked in your blue dressing gown round and woolly in the mornings, 

your scrubbed shining cheeks, anger in two humps between your brows, 

hair fine as a baby's wisping away in the rush of porridge-making -- the gap 

between that and how you meant to look, how you ought to look. (A 56) 

Who she is is directly reliant on how she will be perceived, how she thinks 

others see her. In this way h a  has no self other than the imposed public one; so 

when she dies, Annie finds herself needing her mother, needing to differentiate 

between Ina afid herself as mother. But there is no one there, no place to begin. 

The relationship between the two women is impossible because Ina has been 

last. Just as the wilds, Canada of the West, are told and barished, so too is Ina 

md her story as a woma~.  

Ana His tnric is an attempt to represent the unsymbolized mother-daughter 

relationship, an absence that has left women withoct the psychic ability to indi- 

viduate themselves (Whit'ord). Ina's deaf& has sent Annie into an identity crisis 
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in which she must tell ha 's  story. But the male sentence is so strong, or her rela- 

tionship to the symbolic order is so tenuous, that Annie finds her/self con- 

fronted with the dangers of losing itself. She tells Ina that she wants to tell her 

story but "the truth is our stories are hidden from us by fear. your fear i inher- 

ited, mother dear" (A 79j. The motheridaughter relationship is, as Irigaray sees 

it, a crucial step in the process of creating a female imaginary. Without some sort 

of symbolic, Annie is lost in "the cultural labyrinth of [her] inheritance, mother 

to daughter, to mother" (A 24). Left with the traditional choices -- choices prefig- 

ured by the maie ideal of a feminine experience -- Annie becomes 2 wife and 

mother, changing her name bur living essentially the same life as her mother. 

When this happens, Annie sees she is trapped by "the monstrous lie of it: the 

lure of absence. self-effacing" (A 24). Only by actively giving herself a story, a 

language, does Annie break free of her mother's life -- that curious emptiness 

that h a  had to deal with: 

what you did in the empty house alone, one in a row of houses settled in 

the sunlight, dreaming. all the housewives absent, their curlerheads, their 

still mops on their knees in the aftermath of storm. endless morning 

stretched before them, tendrils of quiet crept in their windows, hours of 

nothing slipped through their doors. bathrobe sleeping beauties gone in a 

trice, a trance, embalmed, waiting for a kiss to wake them when their kids, 

their men would finally come home. (A 24) 

This haunting portrayal of the silence and the emptiness that Ina was forced to 

live with reflects the plight of an entire class of women who were written into 

thg phallocentric story at the expense of their own identities, who lived in a kind 

of nightmarish purgatory constantly waiting for their men to return. Within the 

symbolic order, within the male fantasy of reality, these women, this collective of 
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"bathrobed sleeping beauties" are systematically estrenged from tkiemselves, 

from their own desires and their own experiences. 

This is an estrangement that Marlatt and Tostevin attempt to write beyond. 

Both 'sophie and Ana Historic are in some winjis cursory answers to the question 

Kristeva formulates in her discussion of the different ferninisma and their pur- 

poses. She asks 

What can be our place in the symbolic contract? If the social contrast, far 

from being that of equal men, is based on an essentiaily sacrificial relation- 

ship of separation and articulation of differences which in this way pro- 

duces communicable meaning, what is our place in this order of sacrifice 

and/or of language? No longer wishing to be excluded or co  longer con- 

tent with the function which has always been demanded of us (to main- 

tain, arrange and perpetuate this sociu-symbolic contract as mothers, 

wives, nurses, doctors, teachers . . . ), how can we reveal our place, first as 

it is bequeathed to us by tradition, and then as we want to transform it? 

("Women's Time" 199) 

Their project is two-fold: first they want to describe the places they have been 

"bequeathed" in the symbolic contract, and second they are looking for ways 

beyond it, ways of transforming it to describe their experiences that are beyond 

those of mothers, daughters and wives -- beyond the realm of husbands. 

For Marlatt, and for Annie, the historical figure of Mrs. Richards becomes an 

image of this absence, an image of all that has been silenced by the master narra- 

tive that Annie somehow wants/needs to fit into. Early in the novel, Annie 

says, "there is a story here, ha ,  i keep tying to get to" (A 29); and then she goes on 

to write Ana's story on top of Mrs. Richards'. But this story is for both Ana and 

Ina, as well as for Annie and Ang- (Annie's daughter). By going back into his- 

tory Annie is able to tell Ina's story, with which she can tell her own story. In 
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h a ,  Annie creates a way into the unknown, the uns; .nbolized relationship 

betweer, mothers and daughters, a way of overturning history. Ana is a m :  "a 

collection of anecdotes, reminiscences . . . by or about a certain person," or as 

Marlatt says, she is "a prefixn and a contradiction that means "upwards and for- 

wards as well as backwards" (Bowering, 102); ana can also be a n  u -- one "one of a 

sort," an example ef "a thing not previously noted or recognized"; or she can be a 

na -- a negation, a "no" a "not" . Marlatf: also draws attention to "that play on an 

ahistoric which is not the opposite of having history. It's standing outside of 

history altogether" (Bowering, 102). Ana is a place to begin the individuation 

process that women have been denied within a male-dominated symbolic order. 

Ana is just a point, something/someone from which to begin a matrilineagcr that 

allows Annie to be herself (a number of selves), coming free of the "woman's 

lot" she is quickly inheriting. ( A n a  serves a similar function to Annie's table-. 

cloth discussed in Chapter One -- a cursory place from which to get into the other 

reality.) 

Ana is a place from which to view Ina, a perspective with which to make 

Ina's life make sense. Annie reinvests history's facts with the life sf a woman 

who is a challenge to the homoger~eous image that we have inherited. Marlatf 

focuses on Annie's matrilineage; by the end of the novel Annie drops her 

father's name altcgether, and adopts Annie Torrent (which is neither her mar- 

ried name, her maiden name, nor her mother's maiden name but the name of a 

child-actor who played in Frankerzstein). This name counter-acts the power of 

the father's sentence Gilbert and G ~ b a i  describe, counter-acting the "proper" 

name: 

For woman in our culture . . . a proper name is at best problematic; even as 

it "inscribes" her into the present discourse of society by designating her 
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roles as her father's daughter, her patronymic effaces her mafrilineage and 

thus erases her own position in the discourse of the future. (237) 

So Annie goes back into history, back into the past and establishes h a  as her 

ancestral mother. In this way she reasserts a matrilineage that has disappeared, 

in order to realize a future for herself. In her journal Ana wonders at the 

impropriety of one sf the trustees (male) of the School Board pointing out 

"%hebats Paps": she writes, 

[slhould h have shown displeasure at a remark a gentleman would not 

utter in the company of a lady? And he a member of the School Board! Or 

does he speak freely because he sees me wandering of my own free will? I 

cannot keep only to drawing rooms and the School! 4 am not a Proper 

Lady perhaps. ( A  31-32) 

To which Annie replies, 

Proper, she says, Lhdy capitalized, and it is barely sounded, the relationship 

between proper and property. the other Ladies at the mill would be wives 

or daughters-about-to-be-wives. (A 32) 

Because Ana does not quite fit the description of a widow, because she wan- 

ders the forest on her own, she is at odds with her proper image; instead of cir- 

cumnavigating the drawing rooms (her allotted space), she goes out on her own, 

and becomes an aberration. Somehow her free movement around the mill is 

directly indicative of her eligibility or nee$ for a man. While history tells one 

story - Mrs. Richards, widow and school teacher, comes to Hastings Mill for one 

vear, marries Beri Springer and moves to Moodyvik -- Annie is looking for, and 

finds, something outside all these patrcnyrns. In an attempt to bring women's 

experiences to language, goes back into historical discourse with an eye for 

the holes in the official tale, with an ear for the stories its silences tall. 
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Likewise, 'sophie looks at the silences in philosophy that have kept women 

confined to the margins. But instead of using the novel to create an alternative 

as Marlatt does, Tostevin w-orks more closely with the words. She uses a comhi- 

nation of lyric peetry and expository prose to undermine Western thought. Like 

Marlatt, Tostevin turns the language of dominant discourse back on itself; she 

uses the master's words to condemn him. When she asks, "how did my desire 

come to wear your face flesh / of your flesh bone sf your bone" ('s 13), she is 

drawing attention to the discrepancy between herself and the male standard. Her 

"desire" is not really her own, rather it is a displacement of his desire. And her 

flesh is net hers but his flesh, same with his bone. Her being has been conceived 

of as replication s f  a male prototype. But in asking him about her otherness she 

turns the tables; she negates the negation that she has been forced to live with. 

'Within the symbolic order she is at best not male: her problem is formulated as 

an envy for that which is not her, for that which she does not possess. In 

Freudian terms, 'sophie refuses to be distinguished by an impossible desire for 

the phallus; she is not not-male, overthrowing Freud's woman who is always 

seen to be facking/wanting this privileged ~i~ni f ie r .2  She refutes the idea that 

her desire is the same as a man's, that hers is a rnrzsculine phallic desivt~ (lrigaray, 

37). She goes on to say "how eerily we / resemble your nngel spinning on the 

sharp point / of your needle keeping time to the deathwatch beat." Her being, 

the plurality of beings signified by the "we," has been cast in this solitary angel -- 

the image of a record label.3 Somehow, she is a part of his creative processes, she 

hoids his needle, without ha.. ing anything very significant to do. To go back to 

Freud, to the castration complex, this is an image sf her "desire" being nc~thing 

but a function of his desire: 

To summarize all this, one ec?uld say that women suffer from 'drives 

without any possible representatives or representations', which, for 
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Irigaray, is another way of saying that the relation between mother and 

daughter is unsymbolized. The problems do not arise from immutable 

characteristics of women's 'nature', but are an effect of women's position 

relative to the symbcdic order as its 'residue', or its 'waste'. (Whitford, 110) 

Because her desire, her flesh and bone, have been his, they have been seen in 

terms of a male-centred self, based on a hom(m)osexual economy of exchange in 

which woman is a product and a producer, but has never had any say in trading, 

any control over her own value (Irigaray, 170-91). But she knows more; she 

knows better than to be confined to her place underneath the phallus-wielding 

priest. 'sophie mocks the kind of orgiastic pleasure with which women have 

been equated (their product value): 

I live your death you die my life I live your death 

you die my life ah ecstasy . . . is what Eros 

that little fat kid always flying beyond the realm 

of reason would have you believe ... ('s 13) 

Ecstasy? Whose ecstasy do we mean? Does the sexual encounter really take 

women out of themselves or is that only what men would like to believe? Can 

you be ecstatic if you are never granted a place? Or if your place is already out- 

side? These are the kind of questions that sound through this stanza. She brings 

the question of ecstasy down to the level of a quick in and out. 

ecstasy (like poetry) cast its line in the dorm 

oi an image an illusion to stand outside itself 

wishing the very act of naming will prove the very 

act of loving to be true thinking you love 

therefore I am ('s 13) 
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In all seriousness, 'soohie laughs at poetry and philosophy, bringing them down 

to a level of pure physicality. This is a theme that she playfully comes back to in 

the last section, "song of songs," when she writes, 

canticum canticorurn 

a littie cant 

a little cum 

where only the wet phrase 

holds an element of truth ('s 72) 

Using the vernacular, she undermines the sanctity of the "song of songs," mak- 

ing it just another pop song about love/sex. In philosophicai terms she is refut- 

ing woman's subservient position by way of the original/originary man, under- 

mining the equation Cixous maps out at the beginning of "Sorties:" 

Where is she? 

Activity / passivity, 

Sun/ Moon, 

Culture/Nature, 

Day /Night, 

Father/ Mother, 

Head j heart, 

Intelligible/ sensitive, 

kogos/Pathos. 

Form, convex, step, advance, seed, progress. 

Matter, concave, ground -- which supperts ifre step, receptacle. 

M a n  

woman 

Always the same metaphor: we follow it, it transports us, in all of its forms 

wherever a discourse is organized. (287) 
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Tostevin unweighs the binaries upon which, as Cixous is pointing out, dis- 

course, with its subservience to Western philosophy, is based. 'sophie says, 

should we disagree 

whether one is more 

than the other 

could we settle this 

by counting? 

would weighing tell us 

what part of justice 

is this love? 

what part of the number 

is odd? 

begin again 

and tell me that ('s 28) 

In this supposedly just and equal society, men are given more importance thar, 

women. Tostevin wants to go back to the scales to see how this was decided. Her 

use of the inclusive we resists the opposition; instead of an outright attack on 

another person, Tostevin makes the question of mutual concern. We are forced 

ro consider fundmental questions about justice, objectivity and love. 

In a kind of double negation 'sophie refuses to be silent, to be an absence. It is 

phil who is absent and it is phil who is somehow wanting. Traditionally, he has 

been the love that completes her (that has made her wisdom/"woman") but he 

is pictured in the light of pure selfish physical desire. The o d y  parts of her that 
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are important are those that get him off, that fulfill his desire. Without him she 

is nothing and too much: ssphy is from the Greek "sophia skill, wisdom"; and 

sophistry is "unsound or misleading but clever, plausible"; or to be a sophistirntc 

is "to change from being simple, artless, eic. to be being artfiicial, worldly-wise, 

urbane, etc."; more than this it can mean "to make impure by mixture or adul- 

teration" ( Webster's 1. All the skili and wisdom is something else outside of phi- 

losophy; 'sophie on her own is prone to <'misleadM or "to make impure." 

Beyond the grasp of love (whose love?) 'sophie is too much; she threatecs 

despite her desirability. 

Another way to read philo/sophy, from sophie's point of view, is to read the 

prioritizing of some knowledge/skill. By this I mean that love (phi1 as an action, 

a desire), actively picks knowledge: "wishing the very act of naming will prove 

the very / act of loving to be true thinking you love / therefore l am." Her 

being, like her desire/flesh/bone, is a creation of his naming and his loving; 

therefore on her own 'sophie runs the risk of being unnameable; she is a threat 

to his embrace. She is in excess of him, beyond the grasp of male experience -- 

unknown. 

The wild zone that Ana lives on the edge of is this area that 'sophie knows. 

Her l ik  is the master's death. "ah ecstasy . . . is what Eros / that little fat kid 

always flying beyond the realm / of reason would have you believe" -- but even 

as ecstasy is his ''being out of place," the realm of "ecstasy (like poetry)" is "an 

an illusion" created by the realm of reason. It is outside the mundane, 

fantastic, unknown, but if is subservient to the centre against which it is defined. 

Only 'sophie does not abide by this division, she is unwilling to remain 

unknown/mysterious. Elsewhei-e she says "what does a woman want? / the 

question asks too little"; it refuses to take an overwhelming heterogeneity into 
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account. She opposes the monologic that is built into his forms sf speaking, built 

into the image that confine her. 

According to Foucault, we are, the nodern individual is, a creation of dis- 

courses surrounding our being. Within the domain of public discourses we are 

envisioned as specific people with corresponding numbers and records that run 

the gamut of the legal, dental, commercial, financial, medical, educational, polit- 

ical spectrums. Our particularity is marked according to a norm, or our deviance 

from that norm: 

The individual is no doubt the fictitious atom of an 'ideological' represen- 

tation of society; but he is also a reality fabricated by this specific technology 

of power that I have called 'discipline.' We must cease once and for al! to 

describe the effects oi power in negative terms: it 'excludes', it 'regresses, it 

'censors', it 'abstracts', it 'masks', it 'conceal'. In fact, power produces; it 

produces reality; it produces domains of objects and rituals of truth. The 

individual and the knowledge that may be gained of him belong to this 

production. (Foucaul t,Discipline and Punish 194) 

What Foucault is saying is that the individual as an image is a creation of power, 

of discourse, and that the writing that surrounds an individual's life has the ten- 

dency to place a person in a network, and that once we are placed in this network 

of knowledge we become fixed. He says that "[tlbe examination that places indi- 

viduals in a field of surveilance also situates them in a network of writing; it 

engages them in a whole mass of documents that capture and fix them" 

(Discipline and Punish 189). 
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This method of control is significant to the question of feminine identity, in 

that, the system of surveillance Foucauit is describing is trained to pick out Jevi- 

ation from the Norm. The further from the Norm a person is the more informa- 

tion about that person's life is gathered. Normalization for Foucault 

becomes one of the great instruments of power at the end of the classical 

age. For the marks that once indicated status, privilege and affiliation 

were increasingly replaced -- or at least supplemented -- by whole range 

of degrees of normality indicating membership of a homogentxms social 

body but also playing a part in classification, hierarchization and the distri- 

bution of rank. (Discipline and Punish 184) 

In this way, normalization, or the use of a standard based on the white-wealthy- 

heterosexual-male, has become a means of "hierarchizatiort and the distribution 

of rank." In a society in which the standard is male there is a very strong ten- 

dency to objectify women. Or In Irigaray's terms, the Norm is another masculine 

construct, or "hom(m)osexud" control, that feeds on sexual indifference. 

Foucault goes on to say that 

the power of normalization imposes homogeneity; but it individuali~es by 

making it possi'ole to measure gaps, to determine levels, to fix specialities 

and to render the differences useful by fitting them one to another. It  is 

easy to understand how the power of the norm functions within a system 

of formal equality, since within a homogeneity that is the rule, the norm 

introduces, as useful imperative and as a result of measurement, all the 

shading of individuzl differences. (Discipline md Punish !PA: 

Thus i is a way of suppressing certain differences while making others useful. If 

we take Mrs. Richards, we can say that she is very much an individual, that his- 

tory has accounted for her in terms of her job, her marriage and her death. Rut 
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beyond this we don't know whzt happens to her -- the rest of her story is outside 

"all the shading of individual differences." 

Because women have been created, or their 12alities have been confined to 

the artificial limits of hegemonic discourse, some have taken to "writing the 

bodyff in order to create themselves anew, in an effort to write themselves 

beyond the constraints of a male order. By writing their bodies instead of accept- 

ing the written bodies assigned to them in discourse, women have been chd- 

lenging their objectification. Within rhe fields of science, literature, history, phi- 

losophy, women have been expected to conform to the objectified images of 

woman as daughter, wife, mother. Even when they enter the so-called tmiversal 

vision of discourse, women come baring the marks of men; their names (Miss/ 

Mrs) dictate how their bodies are useful/available to the masculine order. Annie 

remembers that growing up and becoming a woman meant changing economies: 

from children maintaining a sugar economy we grew into somebody else's 

'sugar,' 'honey.' we stopped scribbling and started inking initials on our 

hands, our arms, on scraps of paper, giving ourselves away. the new 

economy we traded in was one based on the value of our bodies, and 

though we couldn't have expl lined it for accounted for ourselves with it), 

we knew the rules the game was played by arLd we played it to the hilt (o 

sheath, o vagin). (A 81-82) 

As her body matures Annie stops "scribbling" and begins to mark herself with 

the names of boyfriends. Both literally and figuratively her skin is branded by 

the names of men; she has moved from the active of childhood to the passive of 

womanhood. She becomes aware of "the look," plays to it: 

at Princess Pool, that p l  made by damning up a mountain creek - 

remote, good for illicit beer and wild laughter in the bushes - we lay in the 

sun, tanning ourselves in the light of the Look. we went there to be seen, 
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to be certified Tee2 Angels Doffs. peering out of Adam's sleep, waiting to 

be Made (passive voice), we flaunted gorgeousness like second skin, 

exposed in the noisv lure of rock ['chantillv lace, a pretty face'), the flick of 

a cigarette ('that's what 1 like'), the slick of oil. 'don't look at them,' I3onna 

advised, 'just let them look,' as the hunks paraded by, eveing the choice. 

( A  82) 

This submission to the look is not only a part of the herd mentality of adoies- 

cence; Annie is acting czt, or playing the part that she has been allotted in the 

bigger picture. 

This passivity is directly linked to her father's, Harald's, gaie. Her home life 

is governed by the same economy of meaning as at the "Prirxess Pool." Annie 

sees that she was competing with h a  for her father's attenrion and approval. 

Remembering her first bra, she focuses on the split in her new (found?) body: 

"LZGW she was walking her W v  as if it were different from her, her body with its 

new look. (o  the luck, to be looked at. o the lack, if you weren't. o the look.  

looking as if it all depended on it)" fA SO>. In this image, Annie is beginning to 

feel the force of "the b k , "  first as a kind of excitement, but later from her 

middleage perspective she sees the trap that she was being lured into. In retro- 

spect she says to h a ,  '"yes i tried to efface you, trace mvself over vou, wanting to 

be the one looked at, approved by maie eyes" (A 50). Tie two women comptlting 

for the single space? ""to be the m e  looked at," this is what Ann. : sees herself 

writing against. 

She says "'now- i'm rememkrlng. not dis- but re-mernkring. putting things 

back together again, rhe things that have been split off, wt aside" IA 51). Re- 

membering all the lost bodies, her owt lost M y ,  Annie is telling Am's and Ina's 

stories in order to move beyond the images she has grown up with. She asks 
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what did i t  mean to leave behind that body aroused by the feel of hot 

wind, ecstatic with the smell of sage, so excited i could barely contain 

myself as we k i t  p i n e  and big-blue eagle sky, and broke into the arid 

inect  country of the Okanagan with its jumping butterflies, its smell, 

familiar as apricots, our mouths full of sweet pulp, bare legs sticky wifh it, 

hot and itchv against each other, against the pelt of the dog, his rank 

dogday smell as we rode the turns of the road down into summer, real 

summer on our skin -- do you remember? how could you not? 

we had endless photographs to remind us, you in baggy shorts md 

blouse, . ., or you in peasant ( . . . ) skirt and blouse, bandanna and hoop 

earrings. . . . the three of us [Annie and her two sisters] in swimsuits, 

different ones each year, different shapes and sizes of our growing bodies 

you preside over, our father invisible behind the camera imaging 

moments of this female worf d: eyes glowering with resentment, pudgy 

itrrns crossed sllllen in front, or eke draped around each other, lithe and 

smiiing into tamed apparitions of ourselves. it's not thnt i want to 

remember, how we l m k d  or thought we ought to look, ;earning so fast 

this other imked-at image of oilrsei~es. but the how it felt io be alone 

unseen in the bushes of the canvun, pursuing those strange butterflies. . . 

. (A 51-52) 

Annie wants to go kvond the stow as it has been told. She wants to imagine a 

new fife for herself that allows her to get out of "a body marked woman's. as if it 

were a brznd name" ( A  52). But hm.r does one who has been seen, who has been 

a p>c;ire objw? in a svstem of e x ~ h ~ g e  h 2 t  exdudes her, go abr i t  crmi;Uag ~?ew 

i m a p  h a t  wilf go he~mc! ibis system? Or to put the question in frigaray's terms 

How can this ubw ci &ansaction claim a right to pleasure without 

removing heriitself frm established commerce? With respect to other 
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merchandise in the marketplace, how could this commoditv maintain a 

relationship other than the one oi aggressive jealousy? How could 

material substance enjoy herlitself without provoking the consurs,cr's 

anxiety over the disappearance of his nurturing ground? Elow could that 

exchange -- which can in no way be defined in terms "proper" to woman's 

desire -- appear as anything but a pure mirage, mere fcmlishness, all too 

readily obscured by a more sensible discourse and by a system of apparently 

more tangible values? (32) 

kigaray has some answers, or suggestions as tc how to deal with these questions, 

but I want to leave them for now in order to look at "?e prublem. As a thing or 

an object, Annie follo~rs in her mother's footsteps, marrying her history profes- 

sor, having his two children, keeping house and helping out as research assis- 

tant. She all but abandons her own aspiration of entering into the public sphere. 

In Annie's life, the "mirage" is her own experience and desires, and the real 

"foolishness," the advertising images, the incestuous look have become real, and 

the whole idea of the "truth" becomes problematic. Annie says 

whose truth, h a ?  the kuth is (your truth, mv truth, if you would admit 

it) incest is always preseni, it's there in the way we're trained to solicit the 

look, and first of all the father's, Our Father's. framed by a phrase that 

judges (virgin / ;ramp), sized-up in a glance, objectified. that's what 

historv offers, that's its allure, its pretence. ( A  56) 

h these statements there is the beginning of an answer By actively dcrscrib- 

ing the artificiality of the ir-age of woman Marlatt, Irigaray, and Tostevin begin 

to reconnect the speaker with his gaze -- "woman" becomt.s his image and ceases 

to be universal. They are attempting to unleash the truths, the other potentials 

for meaning behind the words, beneath the sentence. In their metadiscourse 

the); are challenging the very ground that the real, the realized, the symbolii.xd 
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has sprung out of. Because women have been objects of this process of exchange, 

of the process of naming which labels them with the name of either a husband 

or a father, feminists are challenging the value of words in order to take control 

of themselves. Annie says "when you're so framed, caught in the act, the (f) stop 

of act, fact- what recourse? step inside the picture and open it up" ( A  56). 'sophie 

dons a mask of a woman to prove that's what she is ('s 231, recontextualizing the 

dominant image within her own language/world. As Irigaray says, 

One way [of "reopening" discourse] is to interrogate the conditions under 

which systematiclty itself is possible: what the coherence of the discursive 

utterance conceals of the conditions under which it is produced, whatever 

it may say about these conditions in discourse. . . . This does not mean 

that we have to give ourselves over to some kind of symbolic, point-by- 

point interpretation of philosophers' utterances. Moreover, even if we 

were to do so, we would still be leaving the mystery of "the origin" intact. 

What is called for instead is an examination of the operotion of the 
I, granzmar" of each figure of discourse, its syntactic laws or requirements, 

its imaginary configurations, its metaph~ric net works, and also, of course, 

what it does not articulate at the level of utterance: its silences. (74-75) 

By going back into language, not only the popular images created by it but also 

its workings, these women propose to write the body. Because the names of their 

fathers and husbands have been written on them, because they have been con- 

fined by the one-to-one relationship between words and meaning, they want to 

distort language with their living, changing bodies, changing their relationship 

to the words, changing the relationship to each other. The initials on Annie's 

a m  or hand contort and change as she -becomes active, smudge with the touch of 

others. The distinction between words, letters, phonemes, all bear the marks of 

the speakers, and as such these limits provide a way into what discourse "does 
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not articulate at the level of utterance." Taking what they have been given -- the 

images, the names, the words, the letters -- they have set to work rehoning the 

language for their own use, chaflenging the sexual indifference of dominant dis- 

course with their own experience. 

The words these writers speak take on a foreign quality. Because the e f i t~ t s  of 

discourse have weighed so heavily on the minds and bodies of women, their 

relationship to language, to the words, is different. The useful differences that 

Foucault describes cease to be natural to Tostevin and Marlatt. Because they dif- 

fer from the norm that is created and inculcated by these differences, they play on 

the edge of what is acceptable. In 'sophie the repossession of language is a kind 

of turning inside out or upside down of discourse (the spoken) to include all 

those things that have been left out, silenced below the level meaning. 

in everything that came to us unspoken held us at a distance 

made us reach until the reaching paved the way towards 

the assurance that we belong to every thing that spoke to us 

unspoken drew us into each instant that moved us into saying 

each saying moving into everything that came to us unspoken 

back and forth back and forth into saying 

the connective tissue we hadn't counted on darkness 

when the eyes give no sense of who we are or where 

except for memory inside the palm that makes of touch 

the test and brings back everything that came to us unspoken ('5 73) 

By embracing ra her than disavowing the unspoken, the impossible, the 

unknown, she struggles to put herself into language, a process that takes the 

symbolic beyond its own stops or limits. Tostevin and Marlatt attempt to speak 

the realities that are unspoken. 
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In her essay, "Breaking the hold on the Story," Tostevin draws attention to 

the fact that the history of Western thought has tended to work on a suppression 

of difference. She challenges Saussure's famous definition of language function- 

ing in terms of difference 'between words: 

Language then is a curious system of differences and the suppression of 

differences. 'That phenomenon, that presumed suppression of diffexance, 

that lived reduction of the opacity of the signifier, are the origin of what is 

called presence.' This desire for presence, for the here and now, for refer- 

ence as reality, for words that define, for unity of word and thought, of 

word and thing, word and Being, the narcissistic desire for the illusion of 

being in place, being present to oneself, origin, the longing for a coherent 

center, has played a privileged role in normative thinking, in phallogo- 

centric thinking, a term coined by Derrida declaring the collusion of both 

the male and the repressed spoken word at the center of Western thought. 

(BN 387-88) 

She calls for the release of the suppressed differences, in order to move 

beyond this kind of thinking. Her writing depends on it. The difference between 

individuals and the difference between letters, word meanings, logical patterns, 

is a11 part of the metaphysical challenge that Tostevin is stating. Darkness is "the 

connective tissue they hadn't counted on." Their difference, their otherness, the 

unknown of their experience, is a threat to the systems that have maintained it. 

Metaphorically, 'sophie and Ana are wcrds with excesses of meaning; they reach 

@a- ' f -  U E ~  heteroglot play &at is beyond the circle described by the master narratives 

of history and pb~!mph.-.- T h y  u e  names, proper ~G=WIS, bit t k j ;  do not refer 

to n particular individual only, rather they refer to stztes of being, discursive real- 

ities beyond the range of a single individual. They each refuse a single referent, 

and as such they are at odds with the traditional economy of naming. They are 
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signatures whose meaning is determined by their context, their place in the text. 

'sophie and Ann refuse single definitions. As women, the two images represent 

more than the usual. 'sophie, Tostevin writes, is the "Name of a won~an,  title of 

a book," which she goes on to say has r.0 meaning outside the texk, the context of 

her writing: 

On its own, a title has no meaning, which must be very uncomfortable Sor 

philosophers in search of meaning, but a title is at least promise. 1.ivt.s up 

to its promise by giving voice to words in which a figure is inscribed. 

Assumes a mouth, an eye, an ear, a face, the animated figure no longer 

separate from the fiction. No longer spoken she becomes at odds with 

what's been said. She is what she is. ('s 47-18) 

Tostevin draws attention to the Barthian notion of the 1 being no more than the 

linguistic spot having no single referent outside language itself (rather it has a 

plurality of outsides). It has no real, no referent outside the particular utterance 

of the text. 

For women whose ! is understood in terms of a masculine symbolic that only 

allows them a limited number of meanings, whose I is supposed to refer back to 

a proper name that is a patronymic -- and as such isn't really theirs anyway -- the 

first person singular pronoun means too little. It confines them to a temporal- 

spatial reality that has been created in spite of their differences. Tostevin and 

Marlatt seize on 1 as a potential or cursive marker from which to unleash the 

selves they have been denied. It is as a question or a promise that 'sophit. and 

h a  represent themselves, resisting the closure of ultimate meaning. As words, 

names, their central characters exist within the symbolic orders that have tried to 

exclude them, but they exist there in a different relationship to their speakers, to 

heir respective discourses, and to language itself. 1 the marker of a particular 
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inciividuai, with his or her own reality, is challenged by the inter-subjective writ- 

ing of both writers. 

So 'sophie learns to speak. She is entered into the symbolic. But she has 

come bearing malice -- she speaks his words double; she refuses to hold still and 

be counted. She brings in the vast potential, the heterogeneity that pulls lan- 

guage away from the centre of its moorings. Her speech is poetic, she fetishizes 

the thetic, her only way into the symbolic. A word silnultaneously means at least 

two things, often including its opposite. Plurality sounds in each word, forcing 

us to choose a voice but mocking us with others equally as valid. Tostevin relies 

on the dialogic nature of the poetic word. In a sense, she abandons some of the 

authority that is traditionally granted to the writer, but in doing this she makes 

demands of her readers. 

Marlatt and Tostevin write out of a tradition that is aware of the nature of 

language, especially poetic language, as a shared experience between a speaker 

and an addressee, a writer and a reader. The meaning of either text is always 

ambiguous: both writers rdinquish final authority over the meaning of the text 

and depend on the reader to bring the words into her context. Within the tradi- 

tional dyad speaker i addressee, the first term is dialogically complicated and the 

second term has been deferred. One of the holes in the story that Marlatt tells is 

that of the absence of the reader. In fact, both Tostevin and Marlatt, use reading, 

t ha t is, they incorporate other people's language / words into their own texts. 

T 1 a ~ r  1,- hi example "song of songs" or the use of Einstein's own words, or 

Derida's words in ',sophie; in each of t h e  Tostwin takes the r i iasta 's  word out 

to the margins and in so doing sounds some of the differences that it has tended 

to suppress, or that were suppressed in its initial context. Tostevin is capitalizing 

cn an aspect of novelistic discourse described by Bakhtin. By making use of these 
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other words, she is able to "encase [her] own thought in the image of another's 

language without doing vioience to the freedom of that language or to its own 

distinctive uniqueness" (Bakhtin, Dialogic Zmlzginatio:l 409). Rather than simply 

criticizing or condemning Derrida, Einstein, or any of the others whose language 

she uses, Tostevin allows the alien discourse to fuse with her own. Within the 

context of her writing her image of the other's discourse takes on a new signifi- 

cance, and '"he parodied language offers a living dialogic resistance to the paro- 

dying intentions c: the other; an unresolved conversation begins to sound in the 

image itself; the image becomes an cpen living, mutual interaction between 

worlds, points of view, accents"; and "the image becomes polysemic, like a sym- 

bol" (Bakhtin, gialogic Imagination 409-10). Thus Derrida's "yes" or Einstein's 

statement about the naturalness of atomic energy ('s 41 ), reverberate with unre- 

solved meanings. 

In fear of once again being described, found lacking 2nd then ban'hhed to the 

margins, these two writers attempt to create discourses that open, above and 

b~vonu,  the possibility of ultimate consummation (Bakhtin, Art and 

fi~swerability). Marlatt's and Tostevin's writing works with the piurality of 

novelistic discourse. They rely on certain features of langrtage described by 

Bakhtin, Kristeva and others in order free themselves from the conventional 

constraint of dominant discourse. 

An idea, or issue, that I kept coming back to in Chapter One was that of writ- 

ing, and how writing is crucial to Ana and 'sophie's attacks on the masters' narra- 

kives. By writing they mean writing and reading together; the act of writing, or 

process of writing/speaking, is as important to Ana and 'sophie as is the actual 

physical text. Because they have been products, in their attempts to speak, 

'sophie and Ana (likewise Tostevin and _Marlatt) focus on the pruductio~ of dis- 

course; they balance their movement into language against the image they create, 
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or the product, redeeming the reader and the productions of meaning from its 

position beneath the actualized meaning. No matter how close Annie's life par- 

allels Marlatt's own (maybe because it comes so close at times), no matter how 

much 'sophie reads like a personal account of a woman's life (Tostevin's), we are 

constantly made aware that the image we get is only partial. Always already the 

writer, the woman who writes the words is gone. The self that is created in the 

act of the writing, the woman who is given place within the symbolic order is 

only ever a cursory marker of a woman's experience, is a linguistic space that 

bridges realities, bridges individual selves, is the potential marker of another's 

experience. 

Tostevin says that "[~Jltimately, the exploration of language leads back to the 

self, or preferably to different selves" (Vt illiarnson, 33). As she suggests the indi- 

vidual is and the self is a cor,struct of language. When we go back to language, 

we become aware of certain tendencies formulated within the material utterance. 

But as Kristeva, Cixous, Bakhtin, Earthes, Foucault and others have been 

demonstrating for the last twenty years, the concentration on the material text 

(the signifier: that is at the centre oi strxturalism is only the first step, or is the 

necessary beginning, to our understanding of language. Signification, to use 

Kristeva's notion, is made up of more than the material texts, or the conscious 

manifestations of the subject in the symbolic; signification is also dependent on 

the semiotic, or the drives, that move the subject into the symbolic. Kristeva has 

been calling for semiotics to attempt to deal with this sujef en procts, looking for 

ways of understanding, not only the r-tzlctures of the symbolic but also the pro- 

ci?ssgg that go into its realization, i-e., the subconsdous that is fundamental to any 

utterance. The split between subject and predicate, self (ego) and object, signher 

and signified, symbolic and semiotic, is artificial, created to facilitate our under- 

standing of signification, and so we must respect both parts of that split. Rather 
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than concenCrating on the svmbolic alone, as is the practice in both new criticism 

and structuralism, we should begin to look at the creation of the subject, at the 

processes (the semiotic) that are always a part of the symbolic, always a part of 

discourse. 
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Notes 

lfrigaray uses "Sameness" to describe the central theme of patriarchical discourse; 

she sees it opposing a symbolic based on difference, which she thinks is needed 

in order for women to construct themselves as subjects within ianguage (72). 

?AS Irigaray says, 

we learn, through Freud, that there is and can be only one single 

motivating factor behind ['the development of a normal woman']: "penis 

envy," that is, the desire to appropriate for oneself the genital organ that 

has a cultural monopoly on value. Since women don't have it, they can 

only covet the one men have, and, since they cannot possess it, they can 

only seek to find equivalents for it. 

All that they can do is try to have sons (86-87). 

3 ~ h e  logo for EMI Records Ltd. is predkely this--an angel sitting on a record 

beneath a needle, his needle. 
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Chapter 3 

testing the waters 

On the one hand, then, we have this rhythm; this reyeti t i~e sonority; 

this thrusting tooth pushing upwards before beins i a p p d  i!lith t h ~  

,I crown of language. . . . On the other hand, we havr thtp " t p ,  situattd 

mithin the space of language, crown, system: no longtv- rhylhn~, b:tt 

sign, word, structure, contract, constraint. (Kristeva, Reuolutiorl in 

Poetic Language 28-29) 

I f  Ana Historic and 'sophie go beyond the confines of conventional (male) 

writing, how do  they d o  so? What is it that sets this writing apart from that of 

dominant discourse, or what does it tell us about itself as language that adds to 

our understanding of all discourse? In the previous chapter, I discussed the 

importance of Marlatt and Tostevin's challenge to the fundamental structures 

and conventions of dominant ciiscourse,/:anguage. Their defiance of the closurt~ 

of the authoritative word is crucial to their attempts to create a feminine sym- 

b l ic .  In order to free women from the one-to-one logic of phallogocentrism, 

Tostevin and Marlatt rely on the multiplicity and plurality of writing/reading. 

Their texts are written in the face of ultimate meaning or consumption. Both 

figuratively and literally, they challenge the readerfis notion about the idea of 

text, about its own finalizability. 

Yet, despite Lhe supposed newness of Marlatt and Tostevin's writing, and 

even though the.; refer to a net+- w=r!d that is, 2s ~f yet, unthlnkabk, pe~p!ed by 

figures still without names beyond the old ones, Ana Historic and 'sophie are 

relativeiy dear to read. Compared with some oi  the more opaque language writ- 

ing and theory that these mu texts are related to, t h e  texts do  not exclude the 
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reader. While these texts depend on their connection to the unknown, to the 

heteroglossia that is a constant threat to our ability to know them, both texts rely 

on a type of coherence that holds the reader rather than repejling her. 

Thus in order to see how these texts that claim their difference from the tradi- 

tional texts of dominant discourse function, I have chosen to look at the ways in 

which they hold together as texts. By exposing these texts to the gaze of discourse 

analysis, we can look at the nature of this coherence, we can see what ideas hold 

either text together and how these ideas are presented in the texts. The two 

methods of discourse analysis that best give us an idea of coherence and about- 

ness are analysis of cohesion and thematization. Cohesion, as it is set forth by 

Hal!iday and Hasan, is the most complete method of anaiyzing texture (Brown 

and Yule, 190). It tells how two or more sentences hold together to become a text. 

The other type of analysis is of thematization. As it is outlined by Halliday (38- 

67), thematization tells us what items in a text/sentence are important to the 

communication of a message. Using this method of analysis we can determine 

what iiems/aspecis of Tostevin's and ,Marlati's writing are important, what 

words and characters they choose to identify as central. Thus using these two 

methods of analysis in conjunction we can get an idea about how these texts 

actually come to be texts and how they choose to direct the readers' focus on cer- 

tain ideas or events. 

It may seem biased to begin the empirical part of this thesis with this 

poetic/prophetic epigraph from Kristeva. But it is important in setting the tone 

with which to start these analyses. Wnife looking for empirical proof with which 

to back or wavlay certain ideas about the nature of language, I have kept an ear 

(an eve) out for places where "this rhythm; this sonority" -- that is, or may be, a 

.rv.oman's body written - asserts itself below the "ego" of the sign, above the sym- 

bolic- It is with a certain amount of caution that I enter into empiricist explana- 
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tions of 'sophie and Ana Historic as writing. Because of the delicate nature of 

their project, it would be too easv to define this writing, banishing i t  again to tlic 

margins. 

Despite the caution with which I approach discourse analvsis, i t  is vital to this 

thesis. Cntd now, in Chapter One and Chapter Trvo, language has tended to be 

used predominantly metaphorically or metonymically to describe arid challenge 

the dominant discowses of philosophy, history and literature itself. f t  has hen 

set forth as an ideal with which to define a new kind of writing. The "new lan- 

guage" of theoretical discourse is an idea about something that we do not know -- 

a spbcli ic that is conducive and receptive to the creation of feminine selves -- 
and as such, language is something that has been known speculatively or i n t i~ -  

itively. But within the field of discourse analysis language is the object of 

knowledge -- not finite perhaps, but tangible -- and as such it will be allowed to 

speak its difference within the realm of empirical linguistics. 

The secondary pu,-pose of this chapter is to see what the discourse of these 

writers tells us about the "egi~" of discourse analysis. By studying poetic fan- 

page, Krisreva argues, we can k'ind out more about language in general. She says 

that "[mlagic, shamanism, esoterisrn, the carnival, and 'incomprehensible' poetry 

underscore the limits of socidfv useful discourse and attest to what  i t  reprtuses: 

the process that exceeds the subject and his cornmunicabve struciurc&' 

(Rmolufton i ~ z  Poetic Lsnguizge "10). While, except for a few pwms in  soyh hit^, 

we might not sap that either or tkeir texts constitute "incorn~rchensifife poetry," 

it is grecidy the "2imib oi x?ciatIy usgfuf discourse" that is central to -Marla tt 

and Tostevin's projects. Am Historic and 'sophie actlwly and consciousiy attack 

dominant discourse for its inability to express other reahtie than the ones i t  

describes and sanctions. fiP this chapter, we will fook at how t h e  re-visions of 
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phallogocentrir discourse show t h e m d v e s  in the data and &*hat this tells us 

about the bias of the analytic& models with which the knowledge is generated. 

CGng the to& of discour= analysis, I attempt to make sense of "writing 

rtrisi>ing dvnctmrc movement that ~xcreds the linguistic system of suppressed 

differm.; - ' i fill 3%). t'crsirtr.~ of Haiiiday and Hasan's mode1 for describing 

cohc3ion and f-falliday'; mode: f ~ i r  dewxibing thematization are used to generate 

data f r tm portions of Tostet.rnJ.t and 34arlati's writing. The three main samples 

f s a r n p h  #1,#2 and #3 in Appendix1 of text are: one large passage from Ana 

f l isfaric and two smaller ones from 'sophie. Due to the technical problems of 

dealing with pcwt~~r, these three passags are ail samples of prose. Because of the 

limited spare of thic; khrzsis, bath the analyses and the the discussion will be 

;ather brief; the analytical models and the discussions of the data will tend 

toward the general rather than the specific, keeping the focus on the larger p a l s  

of this thesis. 

Iluc to cei lain technofogical constraints, I have only been able LO examine rel- 

atively small samples of each text; so I chose to analyze samples of the texts, or 

passage, that said something about the nature of language, and were pertinent to 

discxssions in Chapter One and Chapter TIYO The two samples from 'suphie 

(Samples #2 and if3 in the Appendix) are fragments of sections that are centred 

on the question of k~owledgr and hot\- this knoitrlecige i d s  to recopize both its 

own Pin:itatitsns and its inab2iti. to account for feminine experience. sample #2 

is a fragment from Tmteliin's desrripticm/discussion of her experience of a sem- 

imr rrrn bv Dmida. In this passage she deals with her OBI: absence (as a woman) 

from his stnppo-"e92y edightezmi dixurse. And sample #3 is from her treat- 

ment of "A Weekend at the Semiotics orf Eroticism Colloquium Held at Victoria 

CuHege,"' in which she is expc->srtd to the phdfogucentrism of a n u m k  of papers 
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of the section that juxtaposes Annie's description of the "first white birthing at 

Kum-kum-lee" (Hasting Sawmill) with archival documents contemporxv with 

it. The birthing of the Alexanders' child is put together with discussion of a boat 

race, which plays with issues of origin, historical significance and winning. 

Cohesion 

Put simply, "cohesion is the glue that holds sentences together" (Ciltrow and 

Stouck, 8). Texts, Halfiday and Hasan say, are held together by tics between sen- 

tences. These ties are semantic in nature, and cohesion "refers to relations o f  

meaning that exist within the text, and that define it as a text" (Halliday and 

Hasan, 4) An analysis of cohesion, then, is an analysis of pairs or groups of 

words and phrases (and sometimes whole clauses) whose meanings intertwine 

throughout a text. Halliday and Hasan stress that cohesion is non-structural, and 

that what are important to cohesion are the relationships above the boundaries 

of the sentence. Halliday states that 

in order to construct discourse w7t need to be able to establish additional rela- 

tions within the text that are not subject to these limitations [of the clause 

complex]; relations that may involve elements of any extent, both smaller 

and larger than clauses, from single words to lengthy passages of text; and 

that may hold across gaps of any extent, both within the clause and beyond 

it, without regard to the nature of whatever intervenes. This cannot be 

achieved by grammatical structure; it depends on a resource of a rather dif- 

ferent kizd. non-structural re~ijiirces f ~ i  d i ~ c m r ~ e  are what are 

refend te by the tern COO-SIOK. (2%) 

An analysis of cohesion takes into account items that are semantically related 

(the cohesive ifem and the presupposed), the way in which they are related (type 

of fie) and the distance (span) between the constituents of the pair. (These are the 
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categories that are used in Tables I.i, II,i and U1,i in the Appendix; for more dis- 

cussion of any of these, refer to the footnote to Table i.i.1 For example, between 

the sentences 

e.g. 1 Derrida doesn't seem interested in the economy of exchange. He's 

interested in the concept ~f the gift. 

there are three pairs of cohesive items connected by two different types of cohe- 

sion with a span of 0. The first of these pairs is an example of reference cohesion: 

N r  refers to and is presupposed by Derrida. The second and third pairs of items 

are examples of lexical cohesion: interested is a repetition of interested in the 

previous sentence, and gift collocates with exchange -- that is gifi and exchange 

often co-occur in certain discourses. 

The first of these types of cohesion is reference; because certain items depend 

on another, usually previous, item for their meaning there is a cohesive bond 

between them. To use the example above He relies on Derrida for its full mean- 

ing; without this presupposed item we wodd  be uncertain as to whom the text is 

i-eferring. In addition to pronoiins, the u x  of definite artides is an i ~ p o r t a n t  

aspect of referential cohesion. In the following sentence 

e-g. 2 1 saw n ship leaving the harbour. The ship was probably going to Hawaii. 

The in the second sentence is a signal to the addressee that a specific ship -- the 

one seen leaving the harbour - is being referred to; without the presupposed 

item a ship, the addressee might not know what ship was meant. The definite 

article works to bind the two sentences together because it depends on, refers to, a 

specific semantic item. 

To go back to e.g. I, the second type of cohesion found was lexical. Lexical 

cohesion relies on ties between items of vocabulary or lexicon and unlike refer- 

ence for the three other types of cohesion) lexical cohesion is not a form of 

gammatical cohesion (Halliday and flasan, 274). While reference cohesion is 
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signaled bv a p-onoun or a definite article, there is no obvious marker of lexical 

cohesion: items that are IexicaEfy cohesive can stand on their own in the se2tencc 

without needing the presupposed item in order to make sense. R ~ p ' f i f i i w  and 

coilocation are two of five subcategories of lexical cohesion. Repetition is the 

"most direct form of lexical cohesion" (Halliday, 310). When a lexical item is 

repeated in any two sentences, there is an obvious cohesive bond between them. 

Collocation, on the other hand, is less direct or obvious; i t  refers to two lexical 

items that are cohesive because we expect to, or are used to hearing/seeing them 

together. Certain words tend to co-occur -- for exampie com?u!er and scrrJtprr or 

church md s t e~p l e  -- and are held together by ties of collocation. 

The last aspect of cohesion that we noted in e.g. I was that the span is 0. We 

say it is 0 because the reader is not required to pass over any sentences in order 

find the presupposed item. Ln longer texts, spans can become very great, and as 

such they are an indication of certain writerly deeds that are important to our 

knowledge of how a text is held together. 

The first sample i want to discuss is #I. (For the iollowing discussion thr* 

numbers in brackets refer to #'s in Table 1.i in Appendix). Starting with the 

statement 'WHY THE "PEARL" LOST!" (I)  there are ties of cohesion that span 

across the text that directly precedes this on to a portion of text that comes be fort^ 

the beginning of this sample. The "Pecrrl" is a lexical repetition of an item that 

comes 24 sentences earlier (A 121). And in the next sentence the "Annic I'ruscr" 

is a repetition of a lexical item six pages previous ( A  116). Because this section of 

Ana Historic is cornposed of different fra-ments juxtaposed one after another, 

there is a tendency for the reader to be required to span relatively large portions 

of text in ordtr to make it cohesive with what comes before. The spans of 24 sen- 

tences and 6 pages mark the distance a reader is required to remember back in the 

text in or&r to connect this text with what has come before. In this case, it is the 
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two principal actors (the "Pearl" and the "Aitrrie F r a s d l )  that are re-activated, 

which means that it is relatively important (if not crucial) that the reader recall 

the information she has already read. 

Once this initial connection or reactivation of the earlier discourse is 

achieved (1, 2), the ties in the text become more contiguous, with items har king 

back to items one or two sentences earlier (3-5). After the first two sentences reac- 

tivate the earlier fragments of this text, the key actors or topics in this fragment of 

discourse (The "Pearl", Some, the "Annie Fraser,") continue to repeat. There is 

also the continued use of the same lexical items: boat, crew, better, besf, as com- 

ments or rhemes, effectively keeping the focus of the discourse on the discussion 

of 'WHY T H E  PEARL LOST!. 

In the process of reading this passage (1-5), the reader tends leave the text that 

comes immediately before it pretty well dormant. Except for the lexical tie 

between boat and sail (21, which being a tie of collocation is a rather tenuous or 

weak type of cohesive (more discussion of this below), the reader is not required 

to use any of the p r e c d i ~ g  texts to make sense of this me. Ln fact, because the 

strongest cohesion is between the two segments before and after the preceding 

text, the reader must change gears, demoting the importance of the last thing that 

he has read in order to reactivate something from further back. In a sense, the 

ground upon which these texts are constructed is in constant flwc, causing a 

minor feeling of readerlv ver t ig~ that dissipates after the initial re-activation of 

the dormant discourse. 

In the next fragment (ti), a similar pattern continues. Here, there are ties of 

both referential and lexical cohesion that span across the immediately preceding 

text (1-5) to an earlier part of this section (A 121), reactivating another discourse. 

But because 6 is only one sentence, we do not find the whole pattern repeated, 

that is, the large spans are not follou*ed by very shori ones: the short spans are 
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unnecessary because this fragment is held together bv the grammar of the 

sentence. While the ties in 1-5 discussed above tended to be repetitions, in this 

fragnent there is an even spread between referential ties, and three different 

types of lexical ties. Once again, we see that each of these ties but one sends the 

reader back over the preceding fragnent to the one before. The exception to this 

pattern is the lexical item worthy (6)which is synonymous with the hest (5), from 

the preceding fragment. 

The isolated examples of lexical cohesion mark a kind of bleeding of one type 

of discourse onto another. While, for the most part, cohesion ties together texts 

of a similar type, there are these relatively few instances of bonding between dif- 

ferent types. In the first fragment we noted that boat in sentence 2 is lexically 

cohesive with sail in the last sentence of the fragment that directly precedes i t  ( A  

122). Thus there is cohesion between 

e.g. 3 ''Proceeding, Ana thought, under full sail we are proceeding through 

the gates oi hell." 

and 

e.g. 4 "Some say the "Annie Fraser" is the better boat." 

This one collocation of boat and sail ties the two separate discourses, connect- 

ing two thematically unrelated passages. It is indicative of the intermixing of the 

different discourses that is crucial to a reading that makes sense of the birthing in 

terns of the boat race. 

h the third fragment of t h s  passage (7-17), this pattern of cohesive ties across 

refatively 1x0~ a- spans fdlowd by des across smaller oms continues. The sen- 

tence 

e-g. 5 "She shodd sit down on the other side of the bed and take Jeannie's 

hand - she could see how tightly Susan's was clenched." (7) 
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depends on the reference cohesion between the two she's and Ana seven sen- 

tence earlier (A 122). Again, the reader must pass Gver the two para- 

graphs/fragments that directly precede this one, simultaneously deactivating the 

text that she has just read in order to re-activate an earlier text. Likewise the the 

in fhu bed (7) signals to the reader that he knows specifically what bed is being 

referred to (i.e., the bed eight sentences earlier). The repetition of the lexical items 

Susa TI'S, hand and bed (7) also depend on spans of 9, 12 and 8, and leannie's 

harks back 10 sentences to feannie (A 122). Once more, as we continue into this 

fragment, the ties become more and more contiguous; after the initial connec- 

tions to the earlier text are established, the reader is not required to recall so 

much of the earlier text. It is interesting to note, however, that in sentences 8-10, 

we find cohesion with the preceding fragment. In 8 window could be considered 

a type of colIocation with the seeping of a light into the room (61, which is 

strengthened by the ties of reference between Mr. Alexander and his (6)  and the 

cohesive reitera tion of entry (6) in en trance. 

Due to the formal structure of the section this sample is taken from, the pat- 

tern of long spans followed by shorter ones is perhaps expected. This section of 

the novel is divided into three groups of subtexts, which are marked by differ- 

ences in both content and physical appearance. The first of these groups is com- 

posed of excerpts from historical documents - such as a way-bill from the Star of 

Jamaica ( A  1 131, bits of newspaper editorial (A 1 l4,l l6,lZ,l22,l24), quotations 

from Alice Patterson's description of her mother, Susan Patterson (A  115,117- 

1181, and a biblical quotation (A 118) - all of which are set off by italics. The sec- 

ond group is made ur, of excerpts from Ana's journal and narration of the birth 

oi "'the first white child" at Hastings Sawmill; this subtext is identifiable by its 

normal typeface and by its adherence to standard rules of punctuation. The third 

group of suhtexts is constituted of authorial comments, statements Annie makes 
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regarding either the first group of subtexts or the second -- we can think of these 

as Annie's comments to herself as she moves back and forth between her reading 

and her writing. This group is presented in the normal typeface and is marked by 

the use of nonstandard punctuation -- i-e. there is no initial punctuations and 

marked tendency to use minor sentences. In addition to the differences in type 

face or style of punctuation, the subtexts are separated by asterisks. 

As we might expect, the most numerous as well as the most direct ties of 

cahesnon (reference and lexical repetition) in this section of the novel exist 

between the fragments of the same physical type. The juxtaposition of fragments 

in this manner sheds an interesting light on the nature of this text. While we 

might be tempted to think of this section of Ana Historic as three separate sub- 

texts, this is not ia fact the case: :he fragments work together to create one text. 

This section is neither about the birthing or the significance of shipping/ racing; 

instead the meaning of this tex, arises out of the combination of the two with the 

narrators commentary. Though most of the cohesive ties connect subtexts within 

their typogaphicallylgrammaticaliy defined group, we do find a relative1 y small 

number of bonds between groups, often facilitated by shared bonding with 

commentary subtexts. These cohesive ties tell of the interaction bctwecn 

different groups of subtexts. This is what I have called bleeding; i t  can be thought 

of as a kind of contamination of one type of text/discourse by another. 

As we span across fragments of different types, across different discourses, we 

are bomd to make connections, connections that are for the most part lexical in 

nature. I have suggested that these ties are less obvious than the ties within the 

same group of subtexts; this  is due to the fact that there is often no apparent rela- 

tionship between the referent of the two items. Take for example the tie between 

sail in ( A  122;) and boat in (2); Annie's use of "full sail" is meant as a figure with 

which to describe how the birthing is proceeding, while the authof s use of boat 
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is connected with his discussion of a boat race. The cohesion between sail and 

timi creates a kind of diversion from the specified topic of the editorial, but this 

interaction is an important clue as to how the two different narratives come 

together to create the larger heteroglot text that is at the centre of this section. 

And the cohesion between worthy and best in 

e.g. 6 Some go further and say that the "Pearl" is the boat and had the best 

crew, but that luck or the current was against them. (5) 

and 

e g. 7 the rattling of his mental ticker-tape of what is worthy of attention. . . (6) 

points to a thema tic relationship betvv een Mr. Alexander's notion of importance 

and the boat race. 

Before moving on, I wan; to look at one last example of this type of bleed- 

ing/contamination. The first item on the list on the first page of this section of 

the novel is Tea (A 113); Teg is also the first word in the following fragment ( A  

113). But like the examples above, the cohesion is pure! j lexical and does not 

have a referent. 1i1 the list, Tes is obviousiy denotativ.: of the actual commodity 

carried by the "Star of Jamaica", while Tea in the next fragment refers io the 

midday meal or event that Ana has returned from. Even thougir the drink is a 

metonym for the meal, this tea is a different thing (physically) than the dried tea 

carried on the ship. Nonetheless, the repetition of this iexiccll item is an 

important connection between these two different discourses. 

This fragmentation and the bleeding between fragments of different typo- 

graphical m d  grammatical natures poses an interesting problem for cohesion. 

Because cohesion depends on semantic ties between sentences, the actual physi- 

cal[ appearance of the text is not accounted for in an analysis of cohesion. 

Therefore, we might argue, the significance of the physical fragmentation is 

semiotic. Even though one type of discourse is composed of fragments of dis- 
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courses, we tend to see it as a whole because it is made up of texts that I w k  the 

same (i-e. they are in italics) and sound/read the sarne (i.e. thev conform to a par- 

ticular method oi punctuation). When there is an apparent physicall textual dif- 

ference between two fragments, we tend to think of them as separate texts; yet 

because they are juxtaposed tkey are related. The reader works to find out the 

nature of this relationship. An obvious example of this tendency occurs with the 

use of the personal pronoun at the beginning of a fragment of text. With the two 

items She (7)and Ana (A 122)cohesion is in effect facilitated by the fact that the 

two items occur in the sarne type of text. Without this clue the reader might 

want to find the rei'erent in the text that is immediately before this one -- one 

might want to see a bond between she and the "Pearl" (5). Thus the appearance of 

the different portion of text works as a semiotic guide that tells the reader where 

to look for the referent. 

h addition to the lexical cohesion between different types of text, another 

means by which the historical subtexts communicate with the birthing is told in 

the cohesion between the third group of subtexts and the first two. Certain refer- 

ential ties occur between Annie's comments and either the historical document 

or her narrative. The his, the the (in "the room") and the 24s in sentence 6 are 

cohesive with earlier text by ties of reference. These ties span the preceding 

fragment Mr. Alexander (eight sentences eiirlier), thc room (nine sentences car- 

lier) and we (seven sestences earlier). And except for worthy, which was dis- 

cussed above, the remaining ties are lexical and also refer back to this same 

Sirthing passage. In the next occurrence of .Anr?ieJs comnents, mest of the cohe- 

sion is with the discussion of the race. Here the cohesive ties between the two 

fragments are lexical. Because this is a comment on the newspaper discussion of 

' W W  THE PEARL LOST!" all but two of these cohesive ties recall tne same 

fragment: reason, question. rule, first (341, bring forward solution, matter, rule, 
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firsf (33). Only the items chance (34) and worth (39) take the reader back to other 

fragments: worth harks back to an earlier coinment on Mr. Alexander (6) and 

chance looks back to !uck in sentence 5. 

The few referential ties that do  occur between fragments of different types 

tend to occw between the third type of fragment, Annie's authorial comments, 

and either one or the other groups of subtexts. These are relatively scarce, consid- 

ering the fact that Annie is commenting directly on the preceding discourse; she 

favours lexi a1 cohesion, reaccentuating the others' discourses. There are no ref- 

erential ties between the two narrative groups, only lexical ties unite them. If 

what is more important to our understanding of this section of the novel is the 

combination of the first two types of fragments, if the significance of the two texts 

is not in their content alone but in the way they comment on each other, then 

lexical cohesion offers us more of a clue as to how the text is held together. 

Moving to samples #2 and #3 from 'sophie, we see that lexical cohesion Is 

again the most prevalent type (see Table II.i and Table IKi in Appendix). 

Beginning with sample #2 approximately four in every five examples of cohe- 

sion are lexical and about half of these are repetitions. In sample #3 there is a 

similar ratio between instances of lexical and reference cohesion; here 50 of the 

68 ties are lexical and again just over half are repetitions. 

The items that are brought forward by both reference and repetition in these 

texts tend to be those that pertain to particulars of the event being discussed: in 

ample #2 Derrida (1-4,6,8,16,22,23,26), the @t (3-5,7-9, his class (1,4,6), the 

narrator herself (?,a, 12, 13,15, 16, 19,23-26,28), the laugh !22,23), the 1 (8, 12, 13, 

15, 16, 19, 23-26,28) and 'sophie (33,35,37,38); and in sample #3 the speakers (1-3, 

6, 7), the papers (3-6,8), the audience (3,4), the thumper (8) and the tv host (10). 

The somewhat more problematic (loaded) terms, such as, in sample #2, (Tzble 

fi.i),sacrd/God (I I), powerflaw (1 1 ), Aphasic/paralysed (14), semiotic/concevt 
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0 6 ) ,  nsthing/abscnce (28) and in sample #3 (Table II1.i) st~.u/Erl)tizs (1;. 

desire/choice (I), gay rnen/lesbians (21, r ~ y l i c i t / ~ r o t i c  (71, c~ntrrfold/womrtl  (71, 

flagellate/pa tho lop  I.., (1 2), all hold the text together with ties of collocation. 

If we were to say that one of these passages is about the narrator's participa- 

tior: in a seminar given by Derrida (i.e. sample #2) and the other is about her par- 

ticipation in a workshop in which different people said different things (i.e. 

sample #3), we would be supported by the cohesion between certain topical 

items. But if I was to say that sample #2 is about the narrator as a speaking subject 

attempting to negate her absence from Derrida's discussion (as I argued in 

Chapter One) and that sample #3 is about the continued objectification of 

women within scholarly/scientific discourse (an issue discussed in Chapter 

Two), the only cohesive ties that would support me are lexical, and of these, 

many of the more abstract ones are collocations. 

m e  findings from the analyses of cohesion represented in Tables I.i, 1I.i and 

III.i show that reference and lexical repetition are useful in describing the content 

of a message, or at least keeping the events, the place and the actors of the narra- 

tive in focus, but that clues as to the deeper meanings (thematic, symbolic, psy- 

chological, philosophical, theoretical) turn up mainly with instances of colloca- 

tion. What, where or who the discourse is about are all related to the central 

aspects of cohesion (i-e. reference and repetition), while interpretive, metadiscur- 

sive statements tend to be linked by lexical cohesion. 

Thematization 

The second method of discourse mdysis employed is that of Thernatization. 

In order to learn more about the significance given to certain ideas in a text, we 

can look at the way the discourse is organized thematically. The choices that 

writers make about where to place certain words in the clause, the sentence, and 
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the discourse offer clues to the reader as to hat the text is about. "In speaklng or 

writing English we signa! that an item has thematic status by putting it first" 

(ffalliday, 38). The order in which we receive information is very important to 

how we interpret the utterance. If we read 

e.g. 8 Dane got a new bed. He grew to be six feet tall. 

there might be some confusion as to whether Dane got the bed b e h e  or after he 

grew; we might even woxder whether getting a bed caused him to grow. But at 

the same time we would be inclined to agree that this utterance was about Pane, 

more than it is about his "new bed" or his being "six feet tall." 

In addition to the order of topics in an utterance, thematization has to do 

with the placement of words, phrases in a clause and with the placement of 

words, phrases and clauses in a sentence. The leftrnost constituent of a sentence 

or clause is awarded the most thematic importance. When an item is placed at 

the beginning of a sentence it signals to the reader that this item is of particular 

importance, that this is what the sentence is going to be about. In the two exam- 

ples below, both sentences tell us the same information, but we would probably 

agree that the first is about Ana, while the second is about the other women: 

e-g. 9 Ana watched as the other women prepared for the birth. The other 

women prepared for the birth, while Ana watched. 

Within the sentence the order of clauses determines the thematic importance; 

the further from the beginning of the sentence a thematized item is, the less 

thematic importance it has. Halliday has said that there are three levels of the- 

matic importa~ce within a given sentence; the thematic stmct.;te ef cl2;ses 

beyond this third level are not thematicdy important. In the sentence: 

e-g. 10 The reason Dane got a new bed was my mother was tired of looking at 

his feet hanging over the end of his old one every morning- 
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The reason Bane got lz new bed is the first level theme of the sentence and is 

therefore afforded the most importance. Da U P  is thematized within the that- 

clause imbedded in the main theme and is tk.e second level theme. And r i ~ y  

mother is a third level theme and is less thematic, because most of the thematic 

importance is used up  on the first two themes. 

The last aspect of thernatization that I want to discuss is that of marked and 

unmarked themes. Put simply, when the theme of a simple declarative is the 

same as the subject, it is unmarked (Halliday, 45). When the theme is something 

other than the subject, it is mnrked. A speaker's decision to thematize something 

other than the subject of the sentence is a powerful means of drawing our attcn- 

tion to the item. For example 

e.g. 11 A new bed Dane needed. A new bed he got. 

is highly marked, drawing attention to A new bed and away from Dane. Or in the 

sentence 

e.g. 12 After growing too tall for his old one, Dane got a new bed. 

the adverbial phrase is given the most thematic significance, emphasizing the 

fact tha* Dane has grown. 

Witt this in mind, we can look at the samples form -Marlattls and Tostevin's 

writing to see what is being brought forward thematically, what is given the most 

significance. We will then be able to compare these rrsults with the results of the 

md yses of cohesion discussed above, determining the rela thnship bet ween an 

item's thematic importance and irs role in cohesive pattcrrns. 

The thematic structure of sample #2 (refer tc Tabfc iI i t> 5ef.s off .he actors cen- 

tral to Tostevin's anecdote. After the thematization of not ecsy in sentence I, HE 

(Derrida) becomes thematically important until sentence 5. In 5 A gift is the first 

level theme, and in sentences 5,8, and 9 it returns in the lower levels. From 6 

through 28 the persand pronoun I (the mrrator) recurs at all ievels of themati- 
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zation. There is a shift in themes in 29 to 41 toward she, 'sophrc, and '7 titit. (all of 

which are aspects of the same entity 'soyhie -- ''Name of ii woman, title of a 

book"). Thus the movement from Derrida to 'sophie through the 1 of the narra- 

tor is mapped out in the thematic structure of this sample. 

Bct, as was the case with the analyses of cohesion, the words and phrases, or 

ideas, that are significant to the interpretations or comments on the importance 

of the actors and events remain undetected. In this case these things are found 

mostly in the rheme of a sentence. It is interesting to note that the minor sen- 

tences Tostevin uses are all rhemes. Even though one might be tempted to think 

of these fragments as thematically important, they all rely anaphorically on the 

theme of another sentence; therefore, according to Halliday, they are non-the- 

matic (61-62). Sentences 10 and I1 are elliptically dependent on sentence 9: A 

continuation of the past and The sacred power of a master's word rely on the 

theme and the verb from If smacks of a privileging of the present. Despite the 

fact that these minor clauses are made to stand on their own, they do not have 

thematic importance. The same is true of the other minor sentences (14, 17, 18, 

21,27,28,29,30). In many of these cases certain ideas arise that are crucial to our 

understanding of the significance of Derrida's "yes" or Tos tevin's at tempt to 

speak. 

h sample #3 (refer to Table nI.ii), the same type of pattern of thematization is 

evident. Beginning with The next speaker and his conclusioils (11, then carrying 

on to The next paper (3) and The point (4)there is a thematization of the masters, 

the learned speakers, and their dispjurses. In sentence 8 there is a dramatic shift 

and time and place are thematized: At home, tater, on fv. After which, we 

return to a different set or masters: The host (lo), Hegel (1 11, and Flaubert ( i  2). In 

13 there seems to be a change of emphasis; Freud in only rhematized at the third 

level. And in 14 A woman and her personal vibrator are thematized, complet- 
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ing the progression from the authorities who objectify sexuality and women to a 

woman who is telling her own story about her own experience of the erotic. 

Thus there is a repetition of the thematic paradigm noted above in sample #2. 

The pattern of minor sentences noticed in sample #2 is also continued here: 

sentence 25 is thematically unimportant because it is a rheme anaphorically 

connected to the preceding sentence. The narrator's explicit statement about the 

meaning, or humorous comment on the event is non-thematic. 

The thematization of actors and events is also prevalent in sample #I from 

Ana Historic (refer to Table 1.i). In the first fragment of this sample (1-5) the 

"Pearl", the "Annie Fraser", Some, and Others, are thematized. In sentence 6 the 

rattling of the paper news, and quiet seeping of light into the room --descriptions 

of Mr. Alexander's environment -- are thernatized. In the next fragment (7-28) it 

is mainly the women who are thematically important, and of these women she, 

Ana (7,11,12, 45-20,22,23,25,28), is the most heavily thematized. Sentences 29 

through 33 focus on the ships and the general rules and how a winner is decided. 

In the next group of sentences (34-40) there are a number of minor sentences. 

Unlike Tostevin's use of minor sentences, Marlatt tends to isolate themes rather 

than the rhemes: thus reason (34), happening by rule (39), and woman (40) are 

thematized. From 41-49, both the women (predominantly Ana) and the events of 

the pregnancy are themes. In 51-64, ifjan angry powerful o (5l),the babe (56), the 

women (57-59, 61-64) and la male child (59-60) are all thematized. Then in 65-72 

there is a tendency towards the thematization of words and phrases of 

metaphoric importance: the secref plaw between our limbs (65), mouth/word 

(66-711, difmnce - = (72). In the last group of sentences 73-81 the historic and the 

personal importance oi the events are thematized. Again, the last thematized 

item in this sample is she. 
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Thus the thematic progression here is similar to the ones discovered in 

sample #2 and #3. From the masters or the masters' discourse there is a move- 

ment through various stages to z woman or she. Also, while Marlatt tends to 

i-hematize many of the key figures or the loaded words, the significance of com- 

ing in first or last and the relationship of birthing to speaking are generally not 

thematized. Unlike Tostevin, Marlatt makes use of marked themes. If we look at 

these themes together there seems to be a tendency to mark certain statements 

that are pertinent to the symbolic importance of the event: turning again in lo  

this darkening roorrz (18), an ancient place (20), a child (21), atomizing fhc 

question into consecufive parts (M), "a true solution" (38), happening to h a w  

this problem (39), strenzlms with air (60), to be born in (76), to mention a few. 

Discussion 

The problem of describing how texts -lome together thematically or poeticaily, 

that is, how we know what this or that poem means beyond the actual topics 

brought forward, leads into some very complex arguments about the nature of 

meaning that are well beyond the scope of this paper. But I would like to rethink 

certain aspects of the data collected. In analyzing Tostevin and Marlatt's writing, 

it is apparent that lexical ties, repetition and collocation especially, accoufit for 

the most instances of cohesion. It is apparent that reference tends to bring for- 

ward the key actors or things in a particular text, and that, due to the relationship 

between definite reference and lexical repetition, that repetition seemed to reiter- 

ate many of these key actors or things. And many of the significant abstractions 

that are important to a text are collocations or synonyms. Since lexical cohesion 

is so important to the way we create text, and because of the very different aspects 

of it, we need to think about how much our ability to see the ties between items 

depends on aur world view. 
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As Hallidzy and Hasan say, 

Without our being aware of it, each occurrence of a lexical item carries 

with it its own textual history, a particular collocational environment that 

has been built up in the course of the creation of the text and that will 

provide the context within which the item will be incarnated. (289) 

While collocation tends to link words that are connected in common usage, the 

decision as to whether two words collocate is often dependent on the ear of the 

analyst -- it depends on our ability to hear the textual history of a particular word 

or phrase. If we go back over sample #3 with an ear for a particular type of 

discursive environment -- recalling the history of the text -- we can make 

different connections between lexical items. Even though this passage represents 

a threat to phallocentric notions of the erotic, the data collected in the cohesive 

analysis tells us very little of this. Throughout the discourse there is cohesion 

between women (1,3,4), centerjolds (7), and explicit (a), which is to be expected, 

due to the reality Tostevin is discussing -- the erotic in phallocentric discourse. 

But if one is not careful, the other side of the gaze is left unaccounted for. When 

we go bask with an ear to the discourse about objectivity of women in learned 

discourse, the connections between the slides (of women in scanty costumes) (3) 

and slides of Playboy and Penthouse centerfolds (7)and the charts of ssftistics (2)  

become more important. Also the the gaze and the hard on (4) go together with 

the pathology of eroticism. And with the use of exposed in sentence 3 there is 

cohesion between the we of the audience (the ftmale audience) and the objects of 

the discourse on reaiity. These are only a few of the connections that can be 

drawn in addition to the ones described in the data, suggzsting, as Haiiiday and 

Hasan say, that "EVERY lexicd item MAY enter into a cohesive relationJ' (288). 

The connections between the analysis of fhernatization and cohesion show us 

that those items that tend to be themes also tend to be cohesive. This in itself is 
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not surprising, but what is interesting is that many of the more complex issues in 

the text tend to be in the rheme or they tend to be cohesive by ties of collocation, 

which as we have just seen is a very open class of cohesion. One of the things 

this couid mean is that both of these techniques of analysis are created to take 

account of main events and actors, which is to be expected when we keep in 

mind that they were designed to deal with non-poetic discourses. And in these 

discourses it is mostly true that we want to know what happened, and who or 

what did it. But in the poetry of both Marlatt and Tostevin the significance is not 

on what has happened as much as what this means to women. In a sense we are 

still talking about the same masters and the same events, but with a twist. 

We saw that in each of the analyses of thematization (Tables Lii, II.ii, 1II.ii) the 

focus begins on the masters/authorities and then shifts around to women. This 

is a progression that is more or less indicative of these texts as a whole. 'soyhie 

begins as an attempt to find a voice with which to write; to put it in the most 

simplistic form we move through various images of women, starting with Lady 

Day, and then moving to the women in Derrida's discourse and then in the 

learned speakers' discourse, ending with a kind of reversed "song of songs" in 

which the imagined voice of Solomon's lover is reinvested with the living voice 

of a woman writing. This is a movement from object to speaking subject, from 

muse as divine inspiration to the muse who writes for herself. And in A n a  

Historic there is a similar kind of progression from historical image of Mrs. 

Richards to Ana who is freed from the coniines of the text. Annie begins with 

her d r e m  and throughout the text her waking gradually overturns the realit-1 of 

BJstory, asserting her Ore&- in its place. In terms of the analyses, we might say 

that the story of the texts begins to be told in the data, in the actors and events, 

but that finally the poetic nature of these texts gives way to the indefinite 

heteroglossia of collocation and the endless comments of the rkeme. 
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Conclusicsns 

What we see from the technical analyses of these two texts is that there is no 

conclusive evidence to support claims about this writing being a "new lan- 

guage." While discourse analysis, the analyses of cohesion a d  thematization, 

have pointed to some significant features of these texts, it has not found any- 

thing linguistically remarkable. 12 fact, because discourse analysis can tell us so 

much about their texts, it is an indication that Marlatt and "ostex~in do conform 

to traditional constraints. Their texts hold together cohesively in much the same 

way other texts have aad do. One could almost say that seen through the gaze of 

discourse analysis 'sophie and A m  Historic appear remarkably usual or normal - 

- normal in that they offer very little threat of unreadablity. 

That they should be so easily accounted for by these technical models is not in 

itself very surprising. Self-consciously both writers work within -- on the mar- 

gins, but still within -- the domimnt discourses they are attempting to under- 

mine. Their dialogic relationship with the master narratives is not a linguistic 

abomination of the discourses upon which they are built. In fact, Tostevin and 

Marlatt derive a great deal of power from their re-use of the masters' discourse. I 

argued that 'sophie's use of D~rrida's, and Einstein's, language in her own con- 

text is a way of creating polysemy. And Aria, despite her efforts, continues to be 

bound to her father; her struggle to create herself anew is as much a struggle with 

what she knows as with what she does not know. Iri the end, h n i e  is unable to 

free Ana totally from the constraints of histo~y, from the image of Mrs. Richards; 

what she asmmplishes is an addition tc his tc ly .  h a  is mJy free when we the 

readers are willing to allow for her potential existence above and beyond the 

facts, when we are willing to see that history is only a part of the story. Due to 



this relationship with the discourses they are challenging, Marlatt and Tostevin 

necessarily adhere to many of the conventions of these discourses. 

What is different, or new, about this writing is its approach to language. Yes, 

they are using the language of dominant discourse, but they are re-using it, 

adding to it. The language itself is not ne~4, but the way that Marlatt and 

Tostevin use it and expect the readers to use it might be. If we think about the 

significance of what discourse analysis shows us of these texts, we realize that the 

technics1 s t o ~ y  it tells accounts for the more important ideas in :he text only in 

passing. The significant issues these writers are addressing tend to show up in 

the grey areas of both analysis of cohesion and thernatization; they are not the- 

matized and often they are not cohesive. As we saw above, we only get the sug- 

gestion of these things -- issues about the narrator, of gender, difference, sexuality 

-- in lexical cohesion or in non-thematic rhemes. 

Maybe what -we see here is that register is important to our understanding of 

the tex's. The language, the discourse, each of us brings to the text is prefigured 

in the openness Marlatt and Tostevin embrace. Not only do we learn the lan- 

guage of these texts as we read them, but v e  learn to trust our instincts in creat- 

ing meaning. By working on the fringes of dominant discourse Tostevin and 

Marlatt are also working on the fringes of respectable discourse (of those registers 

traditionally thought of as acceptable to literature); they are contaminating the 

universal with the voices of their particular time and place, complete with slang, 

cliches and political jargon, and they are teaching their readers to do the same. 

While it can be argued that we r n u t  learn the la~guage of all texts, both these 

writers make this necessity central to their writing the meanings created 

there. 

Perhaps it is precisely the non-sensical aspects of the texts -- those aspects of 

"eeriture feminine" that Irigaray and Cixous highlight- that are crucial to their 
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meaning. It is likely that the whispering of the authors, the laughing, angry, 

subversive nature of tne narrators' discourses is more powerful than the seman- 

tic value of the words. It is not what gets said but the way in which it is said. By 

including the reader, by portraying themselves as a particular type of readers, 

Annie and 'sophie teach us how we should use their texts. To put it in Kristeva's 

terms: by reading for the symbolic alone -- i.e., looking at the semsntic and for- 

mal structure the discourse alone -- we miss out on the semiotic aspects of the 

texts -- that vast potential that underlies each of our attempts to create meaning 

that Kristeva reminds us is always a part of language (1984). If we read these two 

texts to find out what happens or what they are about, we may be thwarted, or 

worse left behind, missing out on those things that go on beyond the plot. But if 

we read to learn how to read, what potentials we are supposed to pick up on, we 

may begin to know the texts. 

These texts call on the reader to respond in a more or less individual manner: 

each of us picks up on a different textual history, a different story of reading in 

which different words or phrases resound. Thus there is a sense in which 

empirical knowledge of these texts is impossible: because of the subjective nature 

of these responses it is difficult to know the texts precisely. But empirical 

analysis does show us a certain tendency in these two texts to rely on some of the 

most tenuous or hard to define parts of discourse to create meaning. Because 

much of the story dependk on lexical cohesion or is part of the rherne, there is an 

ever elusive qlaality that constantly challenges our ability to know them. In both 

cases Marlatt and Tostevin do not go outside language to create new meanings; 

rather they sound the depths of the discourses they have been given. They 

remind language of its deeply public nature, they remind us of the vast potential 

(the semiotic) that is present in each utterance (the symbolicj. 
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To go back to the debate aboilt a "new langtaage," we see that it is not language 

that is tho issue precisely, but the way that language has been and is seen and 

used in our culture. Kamboureli writes, "I see theory as the 'third term,' theory 

positing another version of experience through the foregrourtding of languagev 

(Kamboureli and Tostevin, 21). Rather than pretending that "language" (or dis- 

courses which are a31 that we ever really have to go on) is neutral, that i t  does not 

contain any one ideology, we have to be aware of our own desires as anaiysts. 

We need to be aware of our own time and place and of the effect of this on our 

ability to create knowledge. In these two texts, we, as readers, are constantly 

reminded of the significance of our actions. We are reminded of how we use 

language, made to see language in a new light. 

The unknown remains unknown, but not without leaving the traces of its 

presence. It is not absent, rather it is present in each of our limits. By knowing 

these limiLs we can begin to know more of what we do not know and, as of yet, 

have failed to perceive -- not to understand but to acknowledge. We car, begin to 

work on the vast potential that is always present in the utterances we choose to 

read. Early in her career Kristeva writes, 

Situating our discourse near such boundaries [the boundaries admitting of 

upheaval, dissolution, and transformation] might enable us to endow it 

with a current ethical impact. In short, the ethics of a linguistic discourse 

may be gauged ir, proportion to the poetry that it presupposes ( L a ; ~ g u a ~ ~ :  

the Unknown 25). 

But we can see that this continues to be pertinent. It is imperative that we keep 

P can our ears tuned to the texts we attempt to know; learning their language w- 

better attempt to describe ow own. 
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Appendix 

Sample #1: Ana Historic 122-129 

I'wHY THE "PEARL" LOST! %me say the "Annie Fraser" is the better boat. 
sothers, again, will tell you that the "Pearl" is the best boat. 48ut that the "Annie 
Fraser" had the better crew. %me go further and say that the "Pearl" is the boat 
and had the best crew, but that luck or the current was against them ...' 

* 

bthe rattling of payer news his mental ticker-tape of what is worthy of attention 
(or diversionary, small artificial columns of another world), the quiet seeping of 
a light into the room, familiar as milky tea the drawing of a pipe -- all these 
diversionary, turn the traffic of the mind around a gaping hole, this entry into or 
exit from -- (blank, bimk) -- us here ongoing, playing by the rules 

IC 

7 ~ h e  should sit down on the other side of the bed and take Jeannie's hand -- she 
could see how tightly Susan's was clenched. 8 ~ u t  something kept her at the 
window, on edge. 9 ~ a s  it Mr. Alexander's brief visit? l k i s  hearty entrance into 
the room (meant to reassure them?), his parting comment that these things were 
best left to women. l l ~ h e  had felt his underlying discomfort, unease even. 12She 
saw how Jeannie struggled up to reassure him. 1 3 ~ s  if it were he who needed 
attention. 148ut what right had she to make such judgements? 1 5 ~ h i s  was his 
twdrmm she, almost a stranger, stood in, this was his marriage bed in which his 
child had been conceived. 1 6 h d  she was a woman who knew nothing about 
such things. 178ut she was a woman, and she was with women doing women's 
work. 

1 8 ~ u r n i n ~  again into the darkening room, she saw Jeannie's knees spread, as if 
afloat in the white sheet, and Susan quietly bent between them looking for a 
sign. 1 9 ~ h e  felt a wave of admiration for these women joined in a singular work 
together. 2% was a rite, an ancient place she had been admitted to, this crossing 
over into life. 2 1 ~  child, yes, a child was coming -- not a death. a loss. 2 2 ~ n d  she 
was meant to share In it. 

23pulling up a chair, she sat by the bed and carefully touched Jeannie's hand. 
24~here  was an answering clasp, though the eyes did not open, nor the face break 
its concentration. ?%he glanced at Susan who nodded reassuringly as the next 
wave came, a growing pressure on her hand, a driven panting breath, contracted 
into a groan -- the sheer work of giant muscle moving underneath the sheet. 
26~usan wiped her friend's brow with a cloth and Jeannie's eyes fluttered open, 
questioning. 27'you're doing beautifully, my dear.' 28Ana settled into her chair. 
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*9'It is a general thing, a rule in these cases that the first boat to pass the Judge 
wins --in fact, the one which comes in first. %his was to be the rule, too, in the 
race on Dominion Day. 3 1 ~ u t  as the "Annie Fraser" came in first, the "Pearl" 
could not do more than come in second, unless she "tied." 3 2 ~ e 1 1  she came in 
second, and was consequently beaten; while the "Annie Fraser" came in first, and 
consequently won. 3 3 ~ h a t  is really the true solution of the whole matter.' 

* 
34reason, atomizing the question into consecutive parts, in order, by measure, 
establishes rule and precedent, coming first, establishing its rule over 'chance.' 
35impartial reason. 36stock oi the bystander. 37'after the fact,' that is, at a safe 
distance (after fistfights, after the d m k e n  disputes of the partial.) 3% 'true 
solution' logic says is the way it happens so it must happen thus. 39happening 
(by rule) to have this problem: that worth be established by competition. 

* 
40woman a rhythm in touch with her body its tides coming in not first nor last 
nor lost she circles back on herself repeats her breathing out in two heartbeats 
here not winning or losing labouring into the manifest. 

* 
411 had never before seen a woman's body truly at work. -- 4 2 ~ o t  labour as we 
commonly use it -- I mean its imer work, this bringing forth. 43The pairs were 
hard enough to break her, I feared. 4%ut she was not only at their mercy she was 
labouring with them . . .' 

* 

%ut and in. 4bout and in. 
* 

47-ow bear down and PUSH, my dear, PUSH!' 48There was an urgency in Susan's 
voice and Ana peered, holding the oil lamp high enough to give them light, 
trying to see past Susan's head bent between the spread thighs. %efore them, 
Harriet crouched by the bed, supporting Jeannie's shoulders, face calm, watching 
them. 

50Ana caught a glimpse of dark almost purple flesh and stood up, shocked. 
5 1 ~ o w  dark it looked, an angry powerful o, stretched, stretched, hair springing 
black above. 5 2 ~ h i s  was Jeannie, this was something else not Jeannie, not 
anyone, this was a mouth working its own inarticulate urge, opening deep -- 

5 3 ~ h e  crown! 5 4 ~ a n  you see it? %3usan looked up. elated. 56 The babe's just 
crowned. 5 7 ~ o w  Jeannie, now, PUSH -- now not so hard -' 5 8 ~ n d  Ana was saying 
Push, even as she caught a glimpse of what she almost failed to recognize: a 
massive syllable of slippery flesh slide out the open mouth. %usan's hands 
were there, wet and streaked with blood, and a child was in them, moving its 
limbs and stretching its tiny mouth to cry -- a male child, tied to its origin within 
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by a blue twisting cord. 6O~trenuous with sudden air, it uttered a squall of protest. 
61'Just as you thought,' Susan laughed, 'a boy.' 

*' 

b2'1 must confess I was taken aback by the babe's equipment -- So large they 
seemed on such a tiny creahlre. 63perhaps I had expected a girl, or had not 
thought much either way. 6 4 ~ h a t  did I expect? 6 5 ~ h i s  secret space between our 
limbs we keep so hidden -- is yet so, what? 6 6 ~ h a t  words are there? b71f it could 
speak! -- 6 8 ~ 5  indeed it did: it spoke the babe, and then the afterbirth, a bleeding 
mass of meat. 691 was watching it begin to close when Susan covered her up.' 

x- 

mrnouth speaking flesh. 7lshe touches it to make it tell her present in this other 
language so difficult to translate. %he difference. 

%he caption could have read: 'Hastings Sawmill. House of Jeannie Alexander, 
first white mother.' 74but there were other mothers there, Susan Patterson for 
one. 7% was the event of this birth, the coming into place: 'Site of first white 
birthing at Kum-kum-lee,' the point having no English geographic name no 
transplant label, before Wasting Sawmill.' 

76to be born in, enter from birth that place (that shoreline place of scarlet maples, 
since cut down) with no known name -- see it, risen in waves, these scarlet 
leaves, lips all bleeding into the air, given (birth), given in greeting, the given 
surrounds bim now. 77surrounds her, her country she has come into, the 
country of her body. 

78to be there from the first. 79indigene. 8@ingenuus (born in), n?tive, natural, 
free(born) -- at home from the beginning. 
* 
8lshe longed for it. 
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Table 1.i (Analysis of Cohesion Samvle 

# Cohesive item Tie Prrsuvvosgd - - Ssanl 
1 the "Pearl" L1 the "Pearl" 24 

lost W winning 2 1 
2 the the 

"Annie Fraser" L1 "Annie Fraser" 6p. 
better L5 lost 0 
boat L2/5 vessel/sail 0/1 

3 Others L 5  Sonte 0 
tell L2 say (I 

the "Pearl" L1 the "Pearl" 1 
best L2 better 0 
boat L1 boat 0 

4 But C S.3 0 
the "Annie Fraser"L1 the "Annie Fz-aser" 1 
the better L1 the better 0 
crew W boat 0 

5 Some L1 Some 2 
Say L1 say 2 
the "Pearl" L1 the "Pearl" 1 
the  R ?  
boat L1 boat 1 
the best L1 the best 1 
crew L1 crew 0 
luck L5 lost 4 
the  R 
current L5 crew 0 

6 news L2 information 6 
h is  R Mr. Alexander 6 
worthy L2 the best 0 

l1n the Tables 1.1,2.1, and 3.1 (Analyses of 
Cohesion): # refers to the sentence number 
marked by a superscript number in the 
corresponding sample of text; the Cohesive 
item is the semantic item (any portion of text) 
that is cohesive with another in the text; this 
text that is cohesive with the cohesive item is 
the Presupposed item; and the Span is the 
number of sentences between the sentence in 
which the cohesive items k e .  Cohesive item 
and the Presupposed. The different Ties 
indieted the type of cohesion binding the 
Cohesive items. They are symbolized as 
follows: R is reference; C is conjuction; LI is 
iexical repetition of the same item; L2 is 
lexical synonym or near s,vnonym; L3 is lexical 
superorditnation; LA is lexical subordination; L5 
is lexical collocation; S is substitution; E is 
elliptical. For a complete discussion of this 
model of Analysis see Halliday and Hasan's 
Cohesion in English. 

the 
room 
tea 
Is 

7 She 3x 
the 
bed 
Jeannie's 
hand 
Susan's 

8 But 
her 
the 
window 

9 i t  
her on cdge 
Mr. Alexander 

10 his 2x 
entrance 
reassure 
them 

R the rocwn 7 
L1 m m  7 
L1 tea 12 
R wc h 
R Ana 7 
R tht* bed 8 
L1 bcd 8 
L1 Jeannie l h  
L1 hand 12 
L1 Susan's 9 
C S.7 (1 
R shc -- Ana (1 
R thebcd (1 
L5/1.5 W/light  O/ 1 
R something ithatlkept 
0 
L1 Mr.Alcxandcr 8 
R Mr. Alexander (1 
Ll entry 3 
L5 oncdgc 1 
R WC-- 

~usan,~na,Jeanntc~ 10 
parting 1-2 exit 3 
things L3 [birthing13 ? 
best Ll best 4 
wornen L1 woman 18 

11 she R shc -- Ana 3 
his R his-Mr. Alexander 0 
discomfort L5 reassure 0 
unease L5 reassure 0 

12 feannie La Jeannie's 4 
reassure L1 rcassurc 1 
him R his -- Mr. Alcxandcr 

0 
13 h e  R his -- Mr. Alexander 

0 
attention L1 attention 6 

14 But C 5.9-13 O 
she R she -- Ana I 
judgments LS rules 7 

?I do not inclued Harriet because she is not part 
~f the them Mr. Alexander may have &en 
loping to "reassure". 

31 put birthing in here bccause,thc actual cvent 
is not explictily Eferred to in the narrative, 
except perhaps by terms like "the upheaval 
wittlin" (span 181, or "this transformations of 
the woman ..." (span 17). 
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15 Jh15 
she 
his2x 
bcd 
child 

Ih And 
ihe 
womdn 
wch 
th~ngs  

17 Rut 
she 2x 
woman 
wonwn 
women's 
work 

18 the  
nxml 
she 2x 
Jeann~c's 
knccs 
afloat 
t he  
sheet 
Susan 

19 S h e  
a wave 
these 
w o r n  
work 

!O i t  
ri tc 
place 
she  
th i s  

!1 child 2x 
death  
loss 

12 And 
she  
i t  

'3 chair 
t h e  
bt.J 
f tannis's 
hand 

'4 clasp 
t h c  
eyes 
t h e  
face 

'5 S h e  
Susan 
reassuringly 

R the room L 
R she -- Ana ( 

R he - Mr. Alexander 1 
Ll bcd I 

L4 children p.115 
5.1 5 
she -- Ana 
wol-rml 
these things 
things 
3.14-1 6 
she -- Ana 
W D r n  

fi10nm 
w m  
struggled 
his M r o o m  
Wroorn 
she -- Ana 
Jeannie 
knccs 
boat 
bed 
bed 
Susan's 
she - - h a  
afloat 
W O n r n  

Womrn 
work 
women pined + . . 
s i p  
room 
she - Ana 
work 
child 
1 ife 
LOST 
5.2 1 
she - Ana 
a child . . .corning 
bed 
the white sheet 
bed 
Jeannie's 
hand 
hand 
Jeannie's 
hand 
Jeannie's 
hand 
she - ;ins 
Susan 
reassure 

the 
wave 
pressure 
her 
hand 
work 

26 Susan 
her 
friend's 
brow 
Jeannie's 
eyes 
ope" 

27 You 
my 

78 Ana 
her 
chair 

29 thing 
n11e 
these 
first 2x 
boat 
the 
wins 

10 this  

rule 
race 

11 But 

it -- a child coming i 
wave E 

* 

clasp C 
she - Ana C 
hand 1 
work 5 
Susan C 
Susan C 
Jeannie's 2 
face 1 
Jeannie's 2 
eyes 1 
open 1 
Jeannie's 0 
Susan 0 
Ana 28 
Ana -- 
chair 4 
things 12 
rules 22 
5.1-5 23 
loss 7 
boat 23 
the race . . . Day 0 
lost 28 
that the 
first. . .wins 0 
rule 0 
J u d ~  0 
S.30 0 

the "Annie Fraser"L1 the "Annie Fraser"26 
came in first L1 comes in first 0 
the "Pearl" L1 the "Pearl" 25 
second L5 first 1 
she R the "Pearl" 25 
tied L5 wins 1 

12 she R the "Pearl" 0 
carnein second LI camein second 0 
beaten L2 lost 31 
the "Annie Fraser"L1 the "Aanie Fraser" 0 
came in first L1 came in first 0 
won L1 wins 2 

13 That R 5.32 0 
the  R 'WHY THE 

"PEARL" LOST! 32 
b! reawn L5 wlution 0 

question L2 matter 0 
consecutive Ll co~l~equently 1 
rule 2x L l  rule 3 
?measure/precedontLE Judge 0 
coming first L1 came in first 0 

5 impartial L2 true 1 
reason L1 reason 0 

L6 - - - 
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37 fact 
partial  

38 "true solutions" 
logic 
i t  
the way it 
happens 

39 happening 
rule 
th i s  
problem 
worth 
established 
competition 

40 woman 
MY 
touch 
tides 
cc&g 
first 
iast  
lost 
winning 
losing 
labouring 
manifest 

P i  I 
woman's 
MY 
work 

$2 labour 
I 
work 
th i s  

bringing forth 
23 t h e  

pains 
her  
I 

44 But 
she 2x 
their/them 
labouring 

15 out 
in 

$6 out 
in 

27 beardown 
push 
my dear 

48 Susan's 2x 
Ana 
them 

L2 solution 
E impartial 
L1 true solution 
L2 reason 
R the question 
L2 the fact 

L1 happens 
L1 rule 
R S.29-28 
L2 question 
L1 warthy 
L1 establishes 
L2 race 
L1 w o r n  
L5 muscle 
L1 touched 
L5 wave 
L1 caming 
L1 first 
L5 las t  
L5 won 
L1 wm 
L1 won 
L2 work 
L2 happening 
R Ana 
L l  woman 
L1 body 
L2 labouring 
L1 labouring 
R I--Ana 
L1 work 

a woman's body at 
work 0 
manifest 1 
labour 0 
labour 0 
you --Jeannie 21 
I -- Ana 0 
S.37 0 
her -- Jeannie 0 
the pains 0 
iabouring 0 
forth 2 
inner 2 
out 0 
in 0 
labouring 2 
labouring 0 
my dear 1 7  
S~rsan 17 
Ana 16 
these women 26 

light 
t he  
thighs 

49 them 
Harriet 
crouched 
the  
Jeannie's 
shoulder 
watching 

50  Ana 
glimpse 
dark 

51 dark 
i t  

black 
52 this  

Jeannie 2x 
working 
opcring 

53 the  
54 you 

i t  
55 Susan 

looked 
56 the  

babe 
crowncd 

57 Jeannie 
Push 

58 And 
Ana 
Push 
glimpse 
she 
syllablc 
O P  
mouth 

5 9  Susan's 
hand 
child 2x 
them 
its 
stretching 
mouth 

60 strenuous 
i t  
uttered 
squall 

61 you 
Susan 
boy 

62 I2x 

darkening I Y 
Jeannic 19 
brow 19 
these women 27 
Harrict 50 
bent 0 
the sheet 23 
jcannie's 22 
thighs 0 
pt.crccl 0 
Ana 1 
watching 0 
light 0 
dark 0 
dark alrnost purple 
flesh (1 
dark 0 
an angry powerful o(l 

. . 

L1 Jeannic 
L2 labouring 
L2 stretched 
R a child 
R Ana 
R thccrown 
L1 Susan 
L5 see 
R child 
L1 child 
1.1 mwn 
L1 Jcannic 
L1 Push 
C 5.55-57 
L1 Ana 
L1 Push 
L1 g!impse 
R Ana 
L5 inarticulate 
L1 opening 
L1 mouth 
L1 Susan 
L1 hand 
L2 babe 
R thew womcn 
R thcbabc 
L1 stretched 
L1 mouth 
L2 hard 
R child 
L5 inarticulate 
L2 cry 
R Jeannie 
L1 Susan 
L2 male child 
R Ana 



babe's 
creature 

63 1 
girl 

M I  
expect 

65 This 
limbs 
what 

66 what 
words 

67 i t  
spca k 

68 As 
i t  
space 
spoke 
babe 
bleeding 
mass 
mea t 

59 I 
i t  
spacc 
close 
Susan 
her 

70 mouth 
speaking 
flesh 

'1 she 
touches 
i t  
tell 
language 

'2 
3 the  

caption 
rcads 

boy ( 

boy 
1 -- Ana i 

I -- Ana t 
cxpected ( 

mouth I 

limbs C 

what ( 

what ( 

syllable I 

this secret space 1 
k2 uttered 
C 5.67 
R it -- this secret 

speak 
babe 
blood 
massive 
flesh 
I -- Am 
it -- this secret 

O F  
Susan 
you -- Jeannie 
mouth 
spoke 
flesh 
? 
touch 
mouth 
speaking 
words 

R the caption p.120 
Ll caption p.120 
Ll read p. 120. 

Hastings SawmillLl Mastings 
Sawmill p. 120 

Jeannie 
Alexander 
white 
mother 

74 but 
other 
mothers 
Susan 

75 this 

birth L5 
first white L1 
birthing L5 
Hastings Sawmill L1 - 

76 born 
in 
enter 
birth 2x 
tha t  
place 
name 
waves 
lips 
bleeding 
him 

'7 sllrrounds 
her 3x & she 

country2x 
MY 

'8 to be 
there 
first 

'9 ingenuus 
native 
born 
home 
the beginning 

;O she 
i t  
the beginning 

Jeannie 5E 
Alexander 6: 
white 54 
babe 
S.73 
other 2 
mother C 
Susan 4 
it spoke . . 
.afterbirth 6 
afterbirth 6 
first white 1 
afterbirth 6 
Hastings Sawmill 1 

L1 birthing 0 
L1 in 29 
L1 enterance 65 
L1 birth 0 
R Hastings Sawmill 0 
L2 Site 0 
L1 name 0 

mouth 5 
bleeding 7 
the babe 6 
surrounds 0 
Jeannie Alexander/I 
- Ana 2/3 
place 0 
MY 34 
to be 7. 
her country 0 
first 2 
idigene 0 
indigene 0 
born 2 
her country 1 
the f i ~ s t  0 
she - Ana/Jeannie 2 
(to be) at home from 
the beginning 0 
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Table I.ii (Analysis of Thematization Sample #I) 

# Thematized items Type of ~hematization: 
1 Why + the "Pearl" textual + topical 
2 Some topical 

the "Annie Fraser" topical 
3 Otners topical 

that + the "Pearl" topical 
4 But+that 

the "Annie Fraser"textual+ textual +topica 
5 Some topical 

that the "Pearl" textual + topical 
that luck or 
the current textual + topical 

5 the rattling of paper news topical 
the quiet seeping . . . room topical 

all these topica! 
7 She topical 

she topical 
Susan's topical 

3 But + something textual + topical 
3 Was it topical 
10 His hearty entrance into the room topical 

his parting comment topical 
these things topical 

11 She topical 
12 She topical 

Jeannie topical 
13 As if(. . .I hetextual + textual + topical(c1ef 

who topical 
14 But what right textual + textual + topica! 
15 This topical 

she topical 
this topical 

16 And + she textual+ topical 
who topical 

17 But+she 
and + she 

18 Turning again into . 
she 

textual 
textual 

room 

t )  

+ tdpical 
+ topical 

topical 
topical 

* ~ n  the Analyses of Thematization represented 
by Tables 1.2,2.2,3.2: # represent the sentence 
number marked in superscript in the 
corresponding textual sample; the Thematized 
items are those words or phrases thematized 
(within this category there are three levels of 
thematizations which are marked here by 
three levels of indentation); the Type of 
Thematization can be textual (i-e., the item 
serves a discursive function), topical (item s is a 
topic in the discourse), or interpersonal (i.e., 
the item is deictic marker of a persoi~al nature). 

Susan topical 
She topical 

thew women topical 
(it was) a rite topical cleft 

an ancient place topical(ccarnp1ement) 
she topical 

A child topical 
yes + a child textual + topical 

And + she textual + topical 
Pulling up a chair topical 

she topical 
an (There we-) 

answering clasp topical(c1cft) 
though + the eyes textual + topical 

nor + the face textual + topical 
She topical 

who topical 
as the next 
wave came textual + topical 

Susans topical 
and Jeannie's 
eyes textual + topical 

"You" topical 
Ana topical 
(It is) a general thing topical (cleft) 

a rule in these cases topical 
that t the first boat to pass 
the Judge textual + topical 

This topical 
But as the 
"Annie Fraser" textual + textual t topical 

the "Pcarl" topical 
unless + she tcxtual + topical 

Well + she textual + topical 
while the 
"Annie Frascr" textual + topical 

33 That 
34 rcason 

atomizing the question into 
consecutive parts, 
in order, by measure, 

in the 20th Century 
35 impartial reason 
36 stock of the bystandard 
37 after the fact 

(that is) at a safe distance 
38 a "true solution" 

loglc 
i t  

39 happening (by rule) to have 
this problem 

tcitual 
topical 

topical 
topical 
topical 
topical 
topical 
topical 
topical 
topical 
topical 

topical 
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by rule topical 
worth topical 

I 40  woman topical 

l a rhythm topical 
its tides topical 

4 1 topical 
42 Not + labour as we commonly use it topical 

we topical 
I topical 

43 the pains topical 
I topical 

44 But + she topical 
she topical 

45 out and in. topical 
46 out and in topical 
47 Now bear down and PUSH textual-ttopicai 

my dear topical 
48 (There was) an urgency in 

Susan's voice topical (cleft) 
Ana topical 

43 Before them topical 
Harriet topical 

50 Ana topical 
51 How dark topical 

i t  topical 
an angry powerful o topicai 

52 this topical 
this topical 

this topical 
53 Thecrown topical 
54 Can you textual + topical 
55 Susan topical 
56 "The babe's" topical 
57 Now Jeannie now textual + topical + textual 

mw textual 
58 And +AM textual + topical 

evenas+she textual + topical 
what + she textual + topical 

59 Susan's hands topical 
and + a child textual r- topical 

a male child topical 
60 Strenuous with sudden air topical 

i t  topical 

61 "just as you thought" topica 
You topical 

Susan topical 
62 I topical 

1 topical 
so large topical 

63 Perhaps + I jextual + topical 
64 What textual 

I topical 
65 This secret space between our limbs topical 

we topical 
66 What + word textual + topical 
67 If + it textual + topical 
68 As indeeed ittextual+interpersonal+topica 

i t  topical 
69 E topical 

i t  topical 
when + Susan texual + topical 

70 mouth topical 
71 she topical 

i t  topical 
72 the difference topical 
73 the caption topical 
74 but + (there were) 

other mothers topical (cleft) 
75 (it was) the event of this birth topical 

this coming into place topical 
"Site of the first white 
birthing at 
Mum-kum-lee topical 

75 to be born in topical 
enter from birth topical 

see topical 
77 m u n d  topical 

her country topical 
she topical 

78 to be there from the first topical 
79 indigene topical 
30 inpuus topical 

born in topical 
native topical 

31 she to2ical 
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Sample #2 : 'sophie 46-48 

'1: isn't easy to speak up in Derrida's class. ?He is after all, the greatest mind EI 
the 20th century, which leaves very little room for exchange, but then Derrida 
doesn't seem that interested in the economy of exchange. -?He's more interested 
in the concept of the gift. 40ver the two week period he repeats at least three 
times how there can be no phenomenology of the gift, no awareness on the part 
of the giver that he's giving a gift. 5A gift can only be a gift if it's not a gift. 61-Ie is 
delighted with his play of words and logic and we are delighted that he's 
delighted. 7As if we had all been given a gift. 8Except considering his definition of 
a gift I'm not so sure to what extent it is a gift or if I even want it. 9It smacks of a 
privileging of the present. 10A continuation of the past. 'IThe sacred power of a 
master's word. 

121 decide to speak. 131 am paralyzed. 14Aphasic. 1sIn view of God's absence, I 
propose a candidate, or at least an additional name for God. 16Derrida has 
pointed out via Schelling, that both religion and philosophy are lacking a 
mediator, an interpreter, or some semiotic sign and I propose to give him one by 
way of the amniotic. 17Thin membrane that surround all beginnings. IsThe 
pregnant pause as conceptual space. 1gCould the absence of God and the absence 
of woman, 1 ask, not be the same thing? 20Could woman only be a name? 
21Absence? 

22His shrugging shoulders and emphatic 'yes' elicit another laugh. 231t suggests I 
have stated the obvious and to the greatest mind sf the 20th century, I suppose i 
have. 241 should feel intimidated, but I don't. 251 don't feel at all as if I've lost 
face, on the contrary, it is inordinately conspicuous. 

260h I know what Derrida has written about the face. 27About the system that 
defines the face: its eyes, its mouth, its ears, which yield to sight, to speech, to 
hearing, but don't add up to a human being. 28How the I, in order to define 
itself, assert itself, has to deny so many elements of itself it can only differ from 
nothing by the smallest possible margin. 29The smallest possible sign. 3 0 ~ n  
apostrophe. 3l~etween nothing, between woman spoken, and a woman speaking 
in her name, there can only be the metaphor of the I, which like any other 
metaphor cancels. 32~he  sensory figure becomes imperceptible, obliterated, her 
presence suspended. %he is nothing but a name. 

%3ut even an apostrophe in addressing absence turns that absence into presence. 
35'sophie. 3 6 ~ a m e  of a woman, title of a book. 370x1 its own, a title has no 
meaning, which must be very uncomfortable for philosophers in search of 
meaning, but a title is at least a promise. 38Lives up to its promise by giving voice 
to words in which a figure is inscribed. 39~ssumes a mouth, an eye, an ear, a face, 
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the animated figure no longer separate from the fiction. 4 0 ~ o  longer spoken she 
becomes at odds with what's k e n  said. 41Sh~ is what she is. 
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Table 1I.i (Analysis of Cohesion Sample #21 

# Cohesive item Tie P m o s s d  item 
1 say L2 speak 

Derrida's L5 
class L 5  

2 He R 
the greatest . . . 
20th Century L1 
Derrida L1 
exchange L2 

3 He R 
concept L5 
gift L5 

4 the  R 
two week period L5 
he x2 R 
phenomenology L2 

L1 
L5 

of the gift 
the giver 
giving 

5 gift x5 
6 Hex2 

words 
logic 
we 
h e  

7 we 
given 
gift 

8 his  
definition 
gift x2 
it x2 
I 

9 It  
10 the past 
11 sacred 

Pow- 
master's 
word 

12 I 
speak 

13 I 
14 Aphasic 
15 God's 

absence 
I 
name 
God 

16 Derrida 
religion 

~ e r r i d a ' s  
course 
Derrida's 
the greatest . . . 
20th Century 
Derrida 
speak 
Derrida 
mind 
exchange 
Derrida's class 
class 
he--Derrida 
concept 
of the gift 
the gift 

L5 gift 
El  gift 
R he--De~rida 
U exchange 
L5 concept 
R Derrida's class 
R Derrida('s) [God] O / l l  

we 
giving 
gift 
h e  
concept 
gift 
gift 
we 
it--gift 
present 
God /media tor 
law 
master 
words 
I 
word 
I 
para1 yzeb 
God 
absence 
I 
name 
God 
Derrida's 
theology 

philosophy L1 philosophicc~l 
ahought 18 

mediator L1 mediator 20 
interpreter L1 interpretcr 20 
semiotic 5 concept \ ? I  ? 
sign L1 sign 22 
I r~ I o 
PrOPose L1 propow O 
give L1 given 8 

17 thin membrane L 2 j 5  amniotic 0 
18 conceptual L5 semiotic 1 
19 absence d L1 abscncc 3 

God L1 God 3 
I R I 3 
woman L1 w o r n  2 1 

!0 Could L1 could 0 
woman L1 woman 0 
name L1 name 4 

!I Abscncc Ll absence 1 
12 his R Dcrrida/him 5 

laugh L1 a laugh(previous text) ? 
!3 f t  R another laugh 0 

I x3 R 1 3 
the greatest mind ... L l  the greatest mind 20 

14 I R 
>51 R 

feel L1 
lost face L5 
conspicous L2 

16 1 R 
Derrida L 1 
written L5 
face L1 

17 defines L1 
face L1 
speech L1 

18 (the) I L1 
define Ll 
nothing L5 
by the smallest 
possible margin L1 

29 the smallest 
possi tie Ll 
sign L1 

10 
31 nothing L1 

woman x2 L1 

spoka L5 
speaking L5 
name L1 
metaphor L5 

I 
I 
fccl 
intimidated 
obvious 
I 
Dcrrida 
writers 
face 
defini tion 
face 
speak 
I 
defines 
abscncc 
section title 

tkc smallest 
possible 
sign 

nothing 
wornan 
speech 
speech 
name 
sign 
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the I LZ the I 
32 the =nsory figure L5 a human bieng 

figure L3 metaphor 
imperceptible W cnnspicious 
her R thc I 
prcccnce W abwnce 

33 she R ]/the sensory figure 
nothing L1 nothing 
name L1 name 

34 But C '3.31-33 
apostrophe L1 apostrophe 
abxncc x2 L1 absence 
prwnce L1 presence 

35 sophic Ll  [title of the book] 
36 name L1 name 

woman L1 woman 
tiilc of a book 

37 its R ti t le 
titie x2 L1 tit le 
philosophers L5 philosophy 

2 
3 
0 
5 
0 

11 
r io  

1 
1 
0 
3 

12  
0 

2 
2 

0 
0 

20 

meaning 
38 its 

promise 
giving 
voice 
words 
figure 
inscribed 

39 mouth 
eye 
ear 
face 
figure 
the fiction 

40 spoken 
she 
said 

41 she x2 
is  

L 1 
R 
L1 
L1 
W 
L'l 
L1 
L2 
L1 
L1 
L1 
L1 
LI 

meaning 
tit le 
promise 
give 
speaking 
word 
figure 
written 
mouth 
eye 
ear 
face 
figure 

L1 spoken 8 
R the animated figure 0 
L2 spoken 8 
R she 0 
L1 i s  44 
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Table II.ii (Analysis of Thematization S a m ~ l e  #2) 

Thematized items Type of Thematization 
to speak up in Derrida's class topical (cleft) 

! He topical 
which textual 

but then Dcrrida textual +topical 

I He topical 

C Over the two weak period topical 
he  topical 

how (there can be no) 
ghenomonology of the 
gift textual +topical (cl) 

i Agift topical 

i t  topical 

5 He topical 

we topical 
that + he textual +topical 

7 As +if+ we textual + textual + topical 

3 Except + considering his 
definition of a gift textual topical 

I topical 
(it is) a gift topical 

3 It  topical 

10 

11 
12 I topical 

13 I topical 

14 
15 In view of God's absence, topical 

I topical 

16 Derrida topical 

that both religion and 
philosophy textua! + topical 

I topical 

17 
18 I topical 

19 Could the absence of 
. . . wornan textual + topical 

I topical 

20 Could woman textual + topical 

21 
22 His shrugging shoulders and emphatic 

'*ye" topical 

3 I t  t11plcal 
I topical 

to thc greatest mind in 
the 20th ccntury lopical 

14 1 topical 
1 iopical 

15 1 topical 
as + if + I  tcxtual -1- tcxtual -+topical 

on the contrary textual 

!6 Oh + 1 intcrperwnal +topical 
what Dcrrida textual + topical 

!7 .that topical 

which tcxtual 

don't topical 

!8 How + the 1 textual c topical 

in order to  define itself topical 

I topical 

?9 

30 
31 Between nothing, bctwc.cn 

a woman. . . name topical 

the metaphor of the I topical (cleft1 

which textual 

32 The sensory figure topical 

her prcscnce topical 

33 She topical 
34 But + even -t an 

apostrophe textual + textual +topical 

35 'sophie topical 

36 Name of a woman. title of a book topical 

37 On itsown 

a titlc 
which must 

38 

39 
40 No longer spoken 

she 
41 She 

topical 
what + she 

topical 
topical 

textual 

topica; 

topica 

textual itopica 
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Sample #3: 'sopkie 61-63 

IThe next speaker from The Medical Research Council in Scotland, illustrates 
charts upon charts of statistics relating to sex, desire and the brain and one of the 
conclusions drawn is that aggressive women, especially lesbians, have more 
male hormones than normal women. 2He doesn't mention if the same tests 
were performed on gay men, whether they have more female hormones than 
normal men, at Ieast there doesn't seem to be any statistics on that and nobody 
asks. O~he  next paper by a woman from Brazil deals with the Brazilian carnival 
and for aimost an hour we are exposed to slides of women in scanty or barely 
existent costumes. 4The point being that during carnival time women are objects 
of the gaze, and the point is well taken since the man sitting beside me keeps 
making appreciative noises with each slide, while another man sitting across 
keeps rubbing his crotch trying to prevent a hard on. 5 ~ h i s  is followed by a paper 
by a soft spoken man from India, 'The Erotic in the Classical Indian Tradition', 
which claims the equality of men and women in Indian myths and poetry. 
6Then a paper by a psychologist concerned with the pathology of eroticism and 
the generally alienated sexual condition between men and women. 7Her 
argument is supported by astoundingly explicit slides of Playboy and Penthouse 
centerfolds as well as ads for various sexual aids, a vast assortment of devices 
that obviously required a great deal of imagination of the part of their inventors, 
including a cocky little number with the fanciful name of a thumper. 8~ormally,  
the papers should be followed by a discussion period but no one seems to have 
much to add, except on the way out I overhear a woman say wished she'd asked 
where she could get the thumper. 

O A ~  home later on tv a famous sex therapist advocates the use of a small 
zucchini for women who happen to be minus a man. 'OThe host, feelhg he's 
lost control oi his show throws up both hands and walks of the set. 

"Hegel likened his to a thinking brain, the ascending and descending 
motions of. 1 2 ~ h i l e  Flaubert thought of his more as a tiger's tail with which to 
flagellate women. 130n that subject there's little point any more of going into 
what Freud thought. 

1" woman told me once how her personal vibrator had run out of juice, and 
she had frantically raided her children's toybox in the middle of the night 

hooking for batteries, a ten inch GI Joe coming to the rescue. 15~oesn't care much 

for the average Joe anymore, for as Lois Lane says in the movie ". . . you're a hard 
act to follow Superman". 
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Table I1I.i fha lys i s  of Cohesion Sample #3) 

1 t he  

next 
speaker 
sex 
desire 
women x 2 
male 

Z He 
t h e  
test 
gay men 
female 
hormones 
normal 
mtn 
statistics 

3 t he  
next 
paper 
w o r n  
we 
slide 
w o r n  

1 the (point) x2 
carnival 
time 
w o r n  
the 
mIan x2 
slide 
hard on 

5 t h i s  
paper 
spoken 
man 

3 paper 
psychologist 
eroticism L 1 

the fifst speaker - 

[previous text] 1 
first " 1 
speaker " 1 
Erotics " 1 
(male) choice " 0 
women " 1 
male " 0 
the next speaker 0 
charts. . .statistics0 
statistics 
lesbians 
male 
hormone 
normal 
women 
statistics 
the next speaker 
next 
speaker 
female 
nobody 
statistics 
w o r n  

the next paper 
carnival 
hour 
w o r n  
we 
mfm 
slides 
desire 
the next p a p  
Paper 
speaker 
man 
Paper 
Medical Research 4 
"The Erotic" 0 

alienated sexual 
condition k5 

7 hcr R 
argument L2 
explicit L5 

slides LA 1 
ccntcrfolds L! 
sexual L I 

3 t hc  R 
papcrs L 1 
discussion L.!! 
m o m  R 
I R 
woman L1 
t h c R 
thumper L1 

9 at home later C 
sex therapist LS 
a small zuccini L.5 
womn 
m n  

10 the  
host 
show 

11 h i s  
brain 

12 thought 
h i s  
flagellate 
W O n r n  

13 that subject 
point 
thought 

14 woman 
me 
vibrator 

15 /oc 

equality of 
. .women 

'I psychologist 
point 
(pathology of) 
eroticism 
slides 
worncn /slides 
wxsal 
paper 
J paper 
pa per 
argument 
we 
WCiIIYW 

a thumper 
thumper 
S. 1-8 
pscyhologist 
device:, 
WOrrWll 

mcn 
on tv 
on tv 
on tv 
his (penis ?) 
brain 
thinking 
his 
pathology 
worn! 
S. 11-17 
point 
thought 
worn! 
I 
zucunni 
Jw 

(his) 
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Table PPI.ii (Analysis of Thematization Sample #st 

1 The next speaker from ... kotland topical 
one o f  the conclusions topical 

that + aggressive 
woman textual +topical 

2 Iic topical 
i f  + the same tests topical 

whether+ thcytextual + topical 
3 The next paper. . . f o m ~  Brazil topical 

and for almosi an hour textual -t topical 
we topical 

3 Thc point topical 
during carnival time topical 

w o r n  topical 
i This topical 

which topical 
5 Hcrargument topical 
7 Normally i the papers textual + topical 

but+rwom textual + topical 

except + on the 
way out textual +topical 

8 At home topical 
later textual 

on tv topical 
9 
10 The host topical 

feeling he's lost . . . his show topical 
h e  tcpical 

I 1  Hegel topical 
12 While Flaubert textual + topical 
13 01 that subject topical 

little p i n t  going into topical 
Freud topical 

14 A woman topical 
how her. . . vibrator textual+topical 

she topical 
15 
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